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PML – a new proof assistant
Christophe Raffalli
Abstract
We will present our ongoing work on a new proof assistant and
deduction system named PML. The basic idea is to start from an MLlike programming language and add specification and proof facilities.
On the programming language side, the language unifies certain
concepts: PML uses only one notion of sum types (polymorphic variants) and one notion of products (extensible records). These can then
be used to encode modules and objects. PML’s typing algorithm is
based on a new constraint consistency check (as opposed to constraint
solving).
We transform the programming language into a deduction system
by adding specification and proofs into modules. Surprisingly, extending such a powerful programming language into a deduction systems
requires very little work. For instance, the syntax of programs can be
reused for proofs.

URL: http://www.lama.univ-savoie.fr/~raffalli/pml/
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Declarative Representation of Proof Terms
Claudio Sacerdoti Coen?
Department of Computer Science, University of Bologna
sacerdot@cs.unibo.it

Abstract. We present a declarative language inspired by the pseudonatural language used in Matita for the explanation of proof terms. We
show how to compile the language to proof terms and how to automatically generate declarative scripts from proof terms. Then we investigate
the relationship between the two translations, identifying the amount of
proof structure preserved by compilation and re-generation of declarative
scripts.
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Introduction

In modern interactive theorem provers, proofs are likely to have several alternative representation inside the system. For instance, in a system based on CurryHoward implementation techniques, proofs could be input by the user in either a
declarative or a procedural proof language; then the script could be interpreted
and executed yielding a proof tree; from the proof tree we can generate a proof
term; from the proof term, the proof tree or the initial script we can generate
a description of the proof in a pseudo-natural language; finally, from the proof
term, the proof tree or a declarative script we can generate a content level description of the proof, for instance in the OMDoc + MathML content language.
For instance, the Coq proof assistant [12] has had in the past or still has all these
representations but the last one; our Matita interactive theorem prover [2] also
has all these representations but proof trees.
It is then natural to investigate the translations between the different representations, wondering how much proof structure can be preserved in the translations. In [10] we started this study by observing that λ̄µµ̃-proof-terms are essentially isomorphic to the pseudo-natural language we proposed in the HELM
and MoWGLI projects. In [3] we extended the result to OMDoc documents. At
the same time we started investigating the possibility of giving an executable
semantics to the grammatical constructions of our pseudo-language, obtaining
the declarative language described in this paper. The language, which still lacks
the justification sub-language, is currently in use in the Matita proof assistant.
In this paper we investigate the mutual translation between declarative scripts
in this language and proof terms. We use λ-terms for an extension of System F to
keep the presentation simple but close to the actual implementation in Matita,
which is not based on λ̄µµ̃-proof-terms.
?
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Our main result is that the two translations preserve the proof structure and
behave as inverse functions on declarative scripts generated by proof terms. Compilation and re-generation of a user-provided declarative script results in a script
where the original proof steps and their order are preserved, and additional steps
are added to make explicit all the justifications previously proved automatically.
Misuses of declarative statements are also corrected by the process.
Translation of procedural scripts to declarative scripts can now be achieved
for free by compiling procedural scripts to proof terms before generating the
declarative scripts. In this case the proof structure is preserved only if it is
preserved (by the semantics of tactic compilation) during the first translation.
In the companion paper [6] Ferruccio Guidi investigates the translation between proof terms of the Calculus of (Co)Inductive Constructions and a subset
of the procedural language of Matita. Thus the picture about the different translations is now getting almost complete, up to the fact that the papers presented
do not agree on the intermediate language used by all the translations, which is
the proof terms language.
An immediate application of this investigation, also explored in [6], is the
possibility to take a proof script from a proof assistant (say Coq), compile it
to proof terms, transmit them to another proof assistant (say Matita) based on
the same logic and rebuild from them either a declarative or a procedural proof
script that is easier to manipulate and to be evolved. A preliminary experiment
in this sense is also presented in the already cited paper.
The requirement for the translations investigated in this paper are presented
in Section 2. Then in Section 3 we present the syntax and the informal semantics of our declarative proof language. Compared with other state of the art
declarative languages such as Isar [13] and Mizar [14] we do not address the
(sub-)language for justification of proof steps. This is left to future work. Right
now justifications are either omitted (and provided by automation) or they are
proof terms.
In Section 4 we show the small steps operational semantics of the language
which, scripts being sequences of statements, is naturally unstructured in the
spirit of [11]. The semantics of a statement is a function from partial proof
terms to partial proof terms, i.e. a procedural tactic. Thus the semantics of a
declarative script is a compilation to proof terms mediated by tactics in the
spirit of [7].
In Section 5 we show the inverse of compilation, i.e. the automatic generation
of a declarative script from a proof term. We prove that the two translations form
a retraction pair and that their composition is idempotent.
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Requirements

In this paper we explain how to translate declarative scripts into proof terms and
back. By going through proof terms, procedural scripts can also be translated to
declarative scripts. Before addressing the details of the translations, we consider

here their informal requirements. We classify the requirements according to two
interesting scenarios we would like to address.
Re-generation of declarative scripts from declarative scripts (via proof terms). In
this scenario a declarative script is executed obtaining a proof term that is then
translated back to a declarative script. The composed translation should preserve
the structure of the user provided text, but can make more details explicit. For
instance, it can interpolate a proof step between two user provided proof steps
or it can add an omitted justification for a proof step. The translation must also
reach a fix-point in one iteration. The latter requirement is a consequence of the
following stronger requirement: the proof term generated executing the obtained
declarative script should be exactly the same proof term used to generate the
declarative script. In other terms, the composed translation should not alter the
proof term in any way and can only reveal hidden details.
Re-generation of declarative scripts from procedural scripts (via proof terms). In
this scenario a procedural script is executed obtaining a proof terms that is then
translated back to a declarative script. Ideally the two scripts should be equally
easy to modify and maintain. Moreover, the “structure” of the procedural script
(if any) should be preserved. Gory details or unnecessary complex sub-proofs
that are not explicit in the procedural proof should be hidden in the declarative
one. This last requirement is not really a constraint on the declarative language,
but on the implementation of the tactics of the proof assistant [9].
Some of the requirements, in particular the preservation of the structure of
the user provided text, seem quite difficult to obtain. In [10] we claimed that the
latter requirement is likely to be impossible to fulfil when proof terms are CurryHoward isomorphic to natural deduction proof trees, i.e. when proof terms are
simply λ-terms. On the contrary, we expect to be able to fulfil the requirements
if proof terms are Curry-Howard isomorphic to sequent calculus. This is the case,
for instance, for the λ̄µµ̃-terms [5] we investigated as proof terms in [10,3]. In
particular, automatic structure preserving generation of Mizar/Isar procedural
scripts from λ̄µµ̃-terms have been attempted in the Fellowship theorem prover [8]
(joint work with Florent Kirchner).
Matita proof terms are λ-terms of the Calculus of (Co)Inductive Constructions (CIC). The calculus is so rich that several of the required constructs of the
λ̄µµ̃-calculus are somehow available. Thus we expect to be able to fulfil at least
partially the requirements just presented. Even in case of failure it is interesting
to understand exactly how close we can get.
In the present paper we restrict ourselves to a fragment of CIC, although
the implementation in Matita considers the whole calculus. The fragment is
an extension of System F obtained by adding explicit type conversions, local
definitions and local proofs. The distinction between the last two corresponds to
the distinction between λ and Λ in System F. We will present the proof terms
for this fragment in Section 4.

assume id : type [that is equivalent to type]
suppose prop [(id)] [that is equivalent to prop]
let id := term
by just we proved prop (id) [that is equivalent to prop]
by just we proved prop [that is equivalent to prop] done
by just done
by just let id : type such that prop (id)
by just we have prop (id) and prop (id)
we need to prove prop [(id)] [or equivalently prop]
we proceed by [cases|induction] on term to prove prop
case id [(id:type)|(id:prop)]∗
by induction hypothesis we know prop (id) [that is equivalent to prop]
the thesis becomes prop [or equivalently prop]
conclude term rel term by just [done]
obtain id term rel term by just [done]
rel term by just [done]
Non terminals:
id
identifiers
type data types
prop propositions

term inhabitants of data types
just justifications, e.g. proof terms or automation “ ”
rel transitive relations (e.g. =, ≤, <)

Table 1. Syntax
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The Declarative Language

The syntax of the declarative language we propose is an adaptation of the syntax
of the pseudo natural language already generated by Matita and studied in [1].
It is also a super-set of the language proposed in [10] and studied also in [3].
The sub-language for justifications has not been developed yet. Thus currently
a justification is either provided as a proof term or it is omitted and recovered
by automation. Because of the lack of the sub-language for justifications we
post-pone a comparison with other declarative languages.
We have explicit statements that deal with conversion, which is a feature of
the logical framework of Matita. Two formulae are convertible when they can
be reduced by computation to a common value. For instance, 2 ∗ 2 is convertible
with 3 + 1. Since conversion is a decidable property (in a confluent and strongly
normalizable calculus), conversion and reduction steps are not recorded in the
proof term (e.g. as rewriting steps). However, since conversion steps are not
always obvious to the reader, it is sometimes necessary to make them explicit in
the declarative language. Thus the need for the additional statements. In Isar
the same steps would be represented by (chains of) rewriting steps.
We now present informally the semantics of the proposed language statements, whose syntax is summarised in Table 1.
assume id : type1 [that is equivalent to type2 ]
Introduces in the context a new generic but fixed term id whose type is

type1. If specified, type2 must be convertible to type1. In this case id will be
used later on with type type2, but in the conclusion of the proof type1 will
be used. Example:
we need to prove ∀x : T.P (x)
assume x: carrier of T that is equivalent to N × N
let y := π1 (x)
(* first projection *)
...
by we proved P (x)
done
suppose prop1 [(id )] [that is equivalent to prop2 ]
Introduces in the context the hypothesis prop1 labelled by id. If the proposition prop2 is specified, it must be convertible with prop1. In this case id will
stand later on for the hypothesis prop2, but in the conclusion of the proof
prop1 will be used.
let id := term
Introduced in the context a new local definition.
by just we proved prop1 (id ) [that is equivalent to prop2 ]
Concludes the proposition prop1 by means of the justification just. The
(proof of the) proposition is labelled by id for further reference. If prop2 is
specified, it must be convertible with prop1. In this case id will stand for a
proof of the proposition prop2.
by just we proved prop1 [that is equivalent to prop2 ] done
Similar to the previous statement. However, the conclusion prop1 (or prop2
if specified and convertible with prop1 ) is the current thesis. Thus this statement ends the innermost sub-proof.
by just done
Similar to the previous statement. However, the conclusion, equal to the
current thesis, is not repeated.
by just let id1 : type such that prop (id2 )
Concludes the proposition ∃id1 : type s.t. prop by means of the justification
just. Exist-elimination is immediately performed yielding the new generic
but fixed term id1 of type type and the new hypothesis prop labelled by id2.
by just we have prop1 (id1 ) and prop2 (id2 )
Concludes the proposition prop1 ∧ prop2 by means of the justification just.
And-elimination is immediately performed yielding the new hypotheses
prop1 and prop2 labelled respectively by id1 and id2.
we need to prove prop1 [(id )] [or equivalently prop2 ]
If id is omitted, it repeats the current thesis prop1. Moreover, if prop2 is
specified and convertible with prop1, it replaces the current thesis with prop2.
Otherwise, if id is specified, it starts a nested sub-proof of prop1 that will
be labelled by id. If prop2 is specified and convertible with prop1, the thesis
of the nested sub-proof is prop2, but id will label prop1.

we proceed by [cases|induction] on term to prove prop
case id1 [(id2 :type2 )|(id2 :prop)]∗
by induction hypothesis we know prop1 (id ) [that is equiv. to prop2 ]
the thesis becomes prop1 [or equivalently prop2 ]
This set of statements are used for proofs by structural induction or by case
analysis. The initial statement must be followed by a proof for each case.
Each proof must be started by the case id statement, where id is the label
of the case (i.e. the name of the inductive constructor the case refers to). The
list of arguments that follows id binds the local non inductive assumptions
for the case. The inductive assumptions are postponed and introduced by
the next statement in the set. Only proofs by inductions have inductive
assumptions. The last statement in the set, the thesis becomes, is used to
state explicitly what is the current thesis for each proof. Example:
we proceed by induction on n to prove P (n)
case 0
the thesis becomes P (0)
...
case S(m : nat)
by induction hypothesis we know P (m)
the thesis becomes P (S(m))
...
conclude term1 rel term2 by just [done]
obtain id term rel term by just [done]
rel term by just [done]
This set of statements are used for chains of (in)equalities. A chain is started
by either the first or the second command in the set. All the remaining steps
in the chain are made by the third command. In all commands rel must be
a transitive relation. Chains with mixed relations are possible as soon as the
different relations enjoy generalised transitivity (e.g. x ≤ y ∧y < z ⇒ x < z).
Every step in the chain must have a justification just. The end of the chains
is marked by done. In every step but the first one the left hand side of the
inequation is the right hand side of the previous step.
If the first step of the chain is a conclude statement, then the chain must
prove the current thesis, and the last step of the chain ends the innermost
sub-proof. Otherwise, if the first step of the chain is an obtain statement,
the chain only proves a local lemma that is labelled by id in the rest of the
innermost sub-proof.
obtain H
(x + y)2 = (x + y)(x + y)
by
= x(x + y) + y(x + y) by distributivity
= x2 + xy + yx + y 2 by distributivity
= x2 + 2xy + y 2
by
done

Types
T ::= T → T
| nat

function space
basic type

Propositions
P ::= P ⇒ P
| ∀x : T.P
| ∃x : T.P
| P ∧P
| E=E
| F (E1 , . . . , En )

logical implication
universal quantification
existential quantification
conjunction
equality
n-ary predicate

Expressions (inhabitants of types)
E ::= x
bound variable ranging over expressions
| O(E1 , . . . , En )
n-ary function
| ?
placeholder
Proof terms
t ::= λx : T.t
| ΛH : P.t
| let x := E in t
| Let H : P := t in t
| (t : P ≡ P )
| (H E1 . . . En H1 . . . Hm )

|
|
|
|
|

and elimP,P,P
ex elim
nat indP
nat casesP
eq transitive

function
type abstraction
local definition
logical cut
explicit type conversion
application with 0 or more arguments; H is a
bound variable ranging over proof terms or one
of the constants below
conjunction elimination
existential elimination
induction over Peano natural numbers
case analysis over Peano natural numbers
transitivity of equality

Table 2. Proof term syntax
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Formal Semantics

We now show the formal semantics of our language in terms of compilation of
a declarative script to a proof term. In Tables 2 and 3 we show the syntax and
typing rules for the proof terms we will use to encode first order logic natural
deduction trees. We only show the inference rules for proof terms, omitting all
the conditions about the well-formedness of contexts, types and propositions
occurring in the inference rules, since they are quite standard and not relevant
to the present work. Moreover we restrict induction and case analysis to natural
numbers and we only consider chains of equalities over natural numbers.
The semantics of each statement of Table 1 is a function from a partial
proof term to a partial proof term. Intuitively, a partial proof term is a proof

Proof term typing rules.
Γ ` H : ∀x1 : T1 . . . . .∀xn : Tn .P1 ⇒ . . . ⇒ Pm ⇒ P
Γ ` Ei : Ti ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
Γ ` Hi : Pi {E1 /x1 ; . . . ; En /xn } ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , m}
Γ ` (H E1 . . . En H1 . . . Hm ) : P
Γ, x : T ` t : P

Γ, H : P1 ` t : P2

Γ ` λx : T.t : ∀x : T.P

Γ ` ΛH : P1 .t : P1 ⇒ P2

Γ, x := E ` t : P
Γ ` let x := E in t : P {E/x}

Γ ` t1 : P 1

Γ ` t : P1

Γ ` P1 ≡ P2

Γ ` (t : P1 ≡ P2 ) : P2
Γ, H : P1 ` t2 : P2

Γ ` Let H : P1 := t1 in t2 : P2

We also assume the following constant schemes (that are always supposed to be applied
to arguments in β-long normal form):
and elimP1 ,P2 ,P3
ex elimT,P1 ,P2 :
nat indP :
nat casesP :
eq transitive :

: P1 ∧ P2 ⇒ (P1 ⇒ P2 ⇒ P3 ) ⇒ P3
(∃x : T.P1 ) ⇒ (∀x : T.P1 ⇒ P2 ) ⇒ P2
∀n : nat.P (0) ⇒ (∀m : nat.P (m) → P (S(m))) ⇒ P (n)
∀n : nat.P (0) ⇒ (∀m : nat.P (m)) ⇒ P (n)
∀x, y, z : nat.x = y ⇒ y = z ⇒ x = z

Table 3. Proof term typing rules (standard well-formed conditions on expressions, contexts, and types omitted)

term with linear placeholders for missing sub-proofs and non-linear placeholders
for missing sub-expressions. Each placeholder must be replaced with a proof
term or an expression, of the appropriate type, closed in the logical context
of the placeholder. The logical context of the placeholder is the ordered set of
hypothesis, definitions and declarations collected navigating the proof term from
the root to the placeholder. A partial proof term is complete (i.e. it represents
a completed proof) when it is placeholder-free. When a proof is started, it is
represented by the partial proof term made of just one placeholder.
Formally, we represent a partial proof term as a triple (Σ, Σ 0 , Π). Σ is an
ordered list of sequents Γ ` P providing context and type for the proof term
placeholders occurring in the partial proof. Σ 0 does the same for expression
placeholders. Π, the actual partial proof term, is a function from “fillings” for
both kinds of placeholders to placeholder-free proof terms.
partial proof :=
(context ∗ proposition) list ∗
(context ∗ type) list ∗
(proof term list ∗ expression list → proof term)
We denote the empty list with [], the concatenation of two lists with l1 @l2 and
the insertion of an element at the beginning of a list with x :: l. With (l, l0 ) 7→ t
we denote an anonymous function from pairs of lists to terms. With C[l, l0 ] we

represent a proof term having all the proof-terms in l and all the expressions in
l0 as sub-terms. Finally, π3 is the third projection of a tuple.
The semantic function CJ·K shown in Table 4 maps statements to functions
from partial proof terms to partial proof terms. CJ·K? extends the semantics to
a list of statements (a declarative script). Given a declarative script S1 · · · Sn ,
the proof term generated executing the script S from the initial proof state for
a proposition P is given by CJ·Ks applied to (S, P ).
CJ·K : statement → partial proof → partial proof
CJ·K? : statement list → partial proof → partial proof
CJS1 · · · Sn K? = CJSn K ◦ · · · ◦ CJS1 K
CJ·Ks : statement list ∗ proposition → proof term
CJS1 · · · Sn Ks = π3 (CJS1 · · · Sn , P K? ([` P ], [], ([H], []) 7→ H)) ([], [])
For instance, consider the statement ∀x : nat.P (x) and a script “assume x :
nat S” where we suppose that S produces for the sequent x : nat ` P (x) a proof
term π (i.e. that CJSK? ([x : nat ` P (x)], [], Π) = ([], [], ([], []) 7→ Π([π], [])))
We have:
CJassume x : nat S, ∀x : nat.P (x)Ks
= π3 ((CJSK? ◦ CJassume x : T K) ([` ∀x : nat.P (x)], [], (H, []) 7→ H)) ([], [])
= π3 (CJSK? ([x : nat ` P (x)], [], ([hd], []) 7→ λx : nat.hd)) ([], [])
= π3 (([], [], ([], []) 7→ λx : nat.π)) ([], [])
= λx : nat.π
“obtain H E1 = E2 ” is the only statement whose semantics introduces in Σ 0
a new expression placeholder ?. The placeholder ? stands for the right hand side
of the last expression of the chain. Its instantiation will be known only in the last
step of the chain, i.e. in the next “= E3 done” statement. Since equation chains
cannot be nested, in a partial proof term there can be at most one placeholder,
i.e. Σ 0 can have at most one element and one placeholder symbol ? is sufficient.
Table 4: Formal semantics
CJassume x : T K(Γ ` ∀x : T.P :: Σ, Σ 0 , Π) =
((Γ ; x : T ` P ) :: Σ, Σ 0 , (hd :: tl, l) 7→ Π((λx : T.hd) :: tl, l))
CJassume x : T1 that is equivalent to T2 K(Γ ` ∀x : T1 .P :: Σ, Σ 0 , Π) =
0
((Γ
 ; x : T20 ` P ) :: Σ, Σ ,
(hd : P ≡ P ) :: tl, l) 7→ Π((λx : T2 .hd : ∀x : T2 .P 0 ≡ ∀x : T1 .P ) :: tl, l)
(hd :: tl, l)
7→ Π((λx : T2 .hd : ∀x : T2 .P ≡ ∀x : T1 .P ) :: tl, l)
CJsuppose P1 (H)K(Γ ` ∀P : P1 .P2 :: Σ, Σ 0 , Π) =
((Γ ; H : P1 ` P2 ) :: Σ, Σ 0 , (hd :: tl, l) 7→ Π((ΛH : P1 .hd) :: tl, l))
CJsuppose P1 (H) that is equivalent to P2 K(Γ ` ∀H : P1 .P :: Σ, Σ 0 , Π) =
((Γ ; H : P2 ` P ) :: Σ, Σ 0 ,



((hd : P3 ≡ P ) :: tl, l) 7→ Π((ΛH : P2 .hd : P2 → P3 ≡ P1 → P ) :: tl, l)
(hd :: tl, l)
7→ Π((ΛH : P2 .hd : P2 → P ≡ P1 → P ) :: tl, l)
CJlet x := EK(Γ ` P :: Σ, Σ 0 , Π) =
((Γ ; x := E ` P ) :: Σ, Σ 0 , (hd :: tl, l) 7→ Π((let x := E in hd) :: tl, l))
CJby j we proved P1 (H)K(Γ ` P2 :: Σ, Σ 0 , Π) =
((Γ ; H : P1 ` P2 ) :: Σ, Σ 0 , (hd :: tl, l) 7→ Π((Let H : P1 := j in hd) :: tl, l))
CJby j we proved P1 (H) that is equivalent to P2 K(Γ ` P :: Σ, Σ 0 , Π) =
((Γ ; H : P2 ` P ) :: Σ, Σ 0 ,
(hd :: tl, l) 7→ Π((Let H : P1 := (j : P1 ≡ P2 ) in hd) :: tl, l))
CJby j we proved P doneK(Γ ` P :: Σ, Σ 0 , Π) =
(Σ, Σ 0 , (tl, l) 7→ Π(j :: tl, l))
CJby j we proved P1 that is equivalent to P2 doneK(Γ ` P2 :: Σ, Σ 0 , Π) =
(Σ, Σ 0 , (tl, l) 7→ Π((j : P1 ≡ P2 )) :: tl, l))
CJby j doneK(Γ ` P :: Σ, Σ 0 , Π) = (Σ, Σ 0 , (tl, l) 7→ Π(j :: tl, l))
CJby j let x : T such that P1 (H)K(Γ ` P2 :: Σ, Σ 0 , Π) =
((Γ ; x : T ; H : P1 ` P2 ) :: Σ, Σ 0 ,
(hd :: tl, l) 7→ Π((ex elimT,P1 ,P2 j (λx : T.ΛH : P1 .hd))) :: tl, l))
CJby j we have P1 (H1 ) and P2 (H2 )K(Γ ` P :: Σ, Σ 0 , Π) =
((Γ ; H1 : P1 ; H2 : P2 ` P ) :: Σ, Σ 0 ,
(hd :: tl, l) 7→ Π((and elimP1 ,P2 ,P j (ΛH1 : P1 .ΛH2 : P2 .hd))) :: tl, l))
CJwe need to prove P K(Γ ` P :: Σ, Σ 0 , Π) =
((Γ ` P ) :: Σ, Σ 0 , (hd :: tl, l) 7→ Π((hd) :: tl, l))
CJwe need to prove P1 or equivalently P2 K(Γ ` P1 :: Σ, Σ 0 , Π) =
((Γ ` P2 ) :: Σ, Σ 0 , (hd :: tl, l) 7→ Π((hd : P2 ≡ P1 )) :: tl, l))
CJwe need to prove P1 (H)K(Γ ` P2 :: Σ, Σ 0 , Π) =
((Γ ` P1 ) :: (Γ ; H : P1 ` P2 ) :: Σ, Σ 0 ,
(hd1 :: hd2 :: tl, l) 7→ Π((Let H : P1 := hd1 in hd2 ) :: tl, l))
CJwe need to prove P1 (H) or equivalently P2 K(Γ ` P :: Σ, Σ 0 , Π) =
((Γ ` P2 ) :: (Γ ; H : P1 ` P ) :: Σ, Σ 0 ,
(hd1 :: hd2 :: tl, l) 7→ Π((Let H : P1 := (hd1 : P2 ≡ P1 ) in hd2 ) :: tl, l))
CJconclude E1 = E2 by jK(Γ ` E1 = E3 :: Σ, Σ 0 , Π) =
((Γ ` E2 = E3 ) :: Σ, Σ 0 ,
(hd :: tl, l) 7→ Π(((eq transitive E1 E2 E3 j hd) :: tl, l)))
CJconclude E1 = E2 by j doneK(Γ ` E1 = E2 :: Σ, Σ 0 , Π) =
(Σ, Σ 0 , (tl, l) 7→ Π(j :: tl, l))
CJobtain H E1 = E2 by jK(Γ ` P :: Σ, Σ 0 , Π) =
((Γ ` E2 =?) :: (Γ ; H : E1 =? ` P ) :: Σ, (Γ ` nat) :: Σ 0 ,
(hd1 :: hd2 :: tl, hd0 :: tl0 ) 7→
Π((Let H : E1 = hd0 := (eq transitive E1 E2 hd0 j hd1 ) in hd2 ) :: tl, tl0 ))
CJobtain H E1 = E2 by j doneK(Γ ` P :: Σ, Σ 0 , Π) =
((Γ ; H : E1 = E2 ` P ) :: Σ, Σ 0 ,
(hd :: tl, l) 7→ Π((Let H : E1 = E2 := j in hd) :: tl, l))
CJ= E2 by j doneK(Γ ` E1 =? :: Σ, (Γ ` nat) :: Σ 0 , Π) =
(Σ, Σ 0 , (tl, l) 7→ Π(j :: tl, E2 :: l))
CJ= E2 by j doneK(Γ ` E1 = E2 :: Σ, Σ 0 , Π) = (Σ, Σ 0 , (tl, l) 7→ Π(j :: tl, l))
CJwe proceed by induction on n to prove P (n)K(Γ ` P (n) :: Σ, Σ 0 , Π) =

((Γ ` P (O)) :: (Γ ` ∀m : nat.P (m) ⇒ P (S(m))) :: Σ, Σ 0 ,
(hd1 :: hd2 :: l, l0 ) 7→ Π((nat indP n hd1 hd2 ) :: l, l0 ))
CJwe proceed by cases on n to prove P (n)K(Γ ` P (n) :: Σ, Σ 0 , Π) =
((Γ ` P (O)) :: (Γ ` ∀m : nat.P (S(m))) :: Σ, Σ 0 ,
(hd1 :: hd2 :: l, l0 ) 7→ Π((nat casesP n hd1 hd2 ) :: l, l0 ))
CJcase H arg1 · · · argn K = CJarg1 Ka · · · CJargn Ka
CJ(x : T )Ka = CJassume x : T K
CJ(H : P )Ka = CJsuppose P (H)K
CJby induction hypothesis we know P (H)K = CJsuppose P (H)K
CJby induction hypothesis we know P1 (H) that is equivalent to P2 K =
CJsuppose P1 (H) that is equivalent to P2 K
CJthe thesis becomes P K = CJwe need to prove P K
CJthe thesis becomes P1 or equivalently P2 K =
CJwe need to prove P1 or equivalently P2 K

5

Natural Language Generation

We present in Table 5 the inverse translation GJ−K from proof terms to declarative proof scripts. The translation is recursive and proceeds by pattern matching
over the proof term. Rules coming first take precedence.
Recursion on equality chains is performed by the auxiliary function GJ−K=
−
where the argument in subscript position is used to remember the right hand
side of the last step in the chain.
Table 5: Natural language generation
GJλx : T.tK = assume x : T GJtK
GJΛH : P.tK = suppose P (H) GJtK
GJlet x := E in tK = let x := E GJtK
GJ(λx : T2 .t : ∀x : T2 .P ≡ ∀x : T1 .P )K =
assume x : T1 that is equivalent to T2 GJtK
GJ(ΛH : P2 .t : P2 ⇒ P ≡ P1 ⇒ P )K =
suppose P1 (H) that is equivalent to P2 GJtK
GJ(λx : T2 .t : ∀x : T2 .P2 ≡ ∀x : T1 .P1 )K =
assume x : T1 that is equivalent to T2
we need to prove P1 or equivalently P2 GJtK
GJ(ΛH : P2 .t : P2 ⇒ P4 ≡ P1 ⇒ P3 )K =
suppose P1 (H) that is equivalent to P2
we need to prove P3 or equivalently P4 GJtK
GJLet K : P := (H E1 . . . En H1 . . . Hm ) in tK =
by (H E1 . . . En H1 . . . Hm ) we proved P (K) GJtK
GJLet K : P2 := ((H E1 . . . En H1 . . . Hm ) : P1 ≡ P2 ) in tK =
by (H E1 . . . En H1 . . . Hm ) we proved P1 (K)
that is equivalent to P2 GJtK
GJLet H : P2 := (t1 : P1 ≡ P2 ) in t2 K =

we need to prove P2 (H) or equivalently P1 GJt1 K GJt2 K
GJ(eq transitive E10 E20 E30 (H E1 . . . En H1 . . . Hm ) t2,3 )K =
conclude E10 = E20 by (H E1 . . . En H1 . . . Hm ) GJt2,3 K=
E30
GJLet H : E10 = E30 :=
(eq transitive E10 E20 E30 (H E1 . . . En H1 . . . Hm ) t2,3 ) in tK =
obtain H E10 = E20 by (H E1 . . . En H1 . . . Hm )GJt2,3 K=
E30
GJLet H : P := t1 in t2 K = we need to prove P (H) GJt1 K GJt2 K
GJ(H E1 . . . En H1 . . . Hn )K=
E0 =
= E 0 by (H E1 . . . En H1 . . . Hn ) done
GJ(eq transitive E10 E20 E30 (H E1 . . . En H1 . . . Hm ) t2,3 )K=
E30 =
= E2 by (H E1 . . . En H1 . . . Hm )GJ t2,3 K=
0
E3
GJ(ex elim t P1 P2 H (λx : T.ΛH2 : P2 .t))K =
by H let x : T such that P2 (H2 ) GJtK
GJ(and elim P1 P2 P3 H (ΛH1 : P1 .ΛH2 : P2 .t))K =
by H we have P1 (H1 ) and P2 (H2 ) GJtK
GJ(nat indP n t1 (λm : nat.ΛH : P (m).t2 ))K =
we proceed by induction on n to prove P (n)
case O
the thesis becomes P (O)
GJt1 K
case S (m : nat)
by induction hypothesis we know P (m) (H)
the thesis becomes P (S(m))
GJt2 K
GJ(nat indP n t1 (λm : nat.
(ΛH : P (m).t2 : P2 ⇒ P (S(m)) ≡ P (m) ⇒ P (S(m)))))K =
we proceed by induction on n to prove P (n)
case O
the thesis becomes P (O)
GJt1 K
case S (m : nat)
by induction hypothesis we know P (m) (H)
that is equivalent to P2
the thesis becomes P (S(m))
GJt2 K
GJ(nat indP n t1 (λm : nat.
(ΛH : P2 .t2 : P (m) ⇒ P3 ≡ P (m) ⇒ P (S(m)))))K =
we proceed by induction on n to prove P (n)
case O
the thesis becomes P (O)
GJt1 K
case S (m : nat)
by induction hypothesis we know P (m) (H)
that is equivalent to P2
the thesis becomes P (S(m)) or equivalently P3

GJt2 K
GJ(nat indP n t1 (λm : nat.ΛH : P (m).(t2 : P2 ≡ P (S(m)))))K =
we proceed by induction on n to prove P (n)
case O
the thesis becomes P (O)
GJt1 K
case S (m : nat)
by induction hypothesis we know P (m) (H)
the thesis becomes P (S(m)) or equivalently P2
GJt2 K
GJ((H E1 . . . En H1 . . . Hm ) : P1 ≡ P2 )K =
by (H E1 . . . En H1 . . . Hm ) we proved P1
that is equivalent to P2 done
GJ(H E1 . . . En H1 . . . Hm )K = by (H E1 . . . En H1 . . . Hm ) done
The following important theorem shows that the proof term generated processing a declarative script generated from a given proof term is identical to the
starting proof term. Thus, we fully satisfy the strongest requirement of Section 2
about re-generation of declarative scripts.
Theorem 1 (Round-tripping from proof terms).
∀Γ, ∀P, ∀t such that Γ ` t : P , ∀Σ, Σ 0 , Π we have
CJGJtK, P Ks ((Γ ` P ) :: Σ, Σ 0 , Π) = (Σ, Σ 00 , Π 0 )
and
either Σ 0 = Σ 00 and ∀l, l0 , Π(t :: l, l0 ) = Π 0 (l, l0 )
or Σ 0 = (Γ 0 ` nat) :: Σ 00 and ∃E, ∀l, l0 , Π(t :: l, E :: l0 ) = Π 0 (l, l0 ).
The two branches of the statement deserve an explanation. They differ in
whether a placeholder for expressions can be closed. This is the case only if GJtK
syntactically contains the last step of a rewriting chain and if one placeholder
occurs in Π (and, consequently, Σ 0 is not empty). The existentially quantified
placeholder instantiation E is proved to be the right hand side of the last step
in the equality chain.
Proof. The proof is by structural induction on t. We only show one significant
case.
Let t be λx : T2 .t0 : ∀x : T2 .P2 ≡ ∀x : T1 .P1 . We have GJtK = S1 S2 GJt0 K
where S1 = “assume x : T1 that is equivalent to T2 ” and S2 = “we need to
prove P1 or equivalently P2 ”. Assume generic, but fixed Σ, Σ 0 , Π. We have
CJS1 S2 GJt0 KK? ((Γ ` ∀x : T1 .P1 ) :: Σ, Σ 0 , Π)

= (CJGJt0 KK ◦ CJS2 K ◦ CJ“ assume x : T1 that is equivalentto T200 K)
((Γ ` ∀x : T1 .P1 ) :: Σ, Σ 0 , Π)

= CJGJt0 KK(CJS2 K((Γ ; x : T2 ` P1 ) :: Σ, Σ 0 ,

((hd : P2 ≡ P1 ) :: tl, l) 7→ Π((λx : T2 .hd : ∀x : T2 .P2 ≡ ∀x : T1 .P1 ) :: tl, l)
))
(hd :: tl, l)
7→ Π((λx : T2 .hd : ∀x : T2 .P1 ≡ ∀x : T1 .P1 ) :: tl, l)

= CJGJt0 KK(((Γ ; x : T2 ` P2 ) :: Σ, Σ 0 ,

(hd :: tl, l) 7→ Π((λx : T2 .hd : ∀x : T2 .P2 ≡ ∀x : T1 .P1 ) :: tl, l)))

= (Σ, Σ 0 , (l, l0 ) 7→ Π((λx : T2 .t0 : ∀x : T2 .P2 ≡ ∀x : T1 .P1 ) :: l, l0 )
The last identity is justified by the inductive hypothesis on t0 .
Thus Σ 00 = Σ 0 and we have to prove the “either” part of the thesis i.e.
∀l, l0 , Π((λx : T2 .t0 : ∀x : T2 .P2 ≡ ∀x : T1 .P1 ) :: l, l0 ) = Π((λx : T2 .t0 : ∀x :
T2 .P2 ≡ ∀x : T1 .P1 ) :: l, l0 ), which is trivially true.
t
u
The next theorem shows that all the requirements about re-generation of
declarative scripts of Section 2 are fulfilled: the declarative script re-generated
from a proof term is an improved version of the starting declarative script.
Moreover re-generation is idempotent. Improvement is captured by the relation
 (not formally described here due to space constraints). It consists in:
1) interpolating new statements corresponding to the explicitation of justifications previously found automatically or given by means of a proof term more
complex than an application. For instance
“by ΛH : A.H done”  “suppose A (H)” “by H done”
2) replacing statements with other statements that are more appropriate
with respect to the context and have the same semantics. For instance the formal semantics of Table 4 shows that the thesis becomes P is equivalent to
we need to prove P . However the former is supposed to be used only to state
the thesis of a branch in a proof by induction or case analysis. The relation 
also captures the notion of “being less appropriate than”. For instance
“conclude E1 = E2 by j1 ” “by j2 done00
 “conclude E1 = E2 by j1 ” “ = E3 by j2 done”

(1)

since, once a chain of inequation is started, the same style must be used until
the end of the chain.
Note that the relation  is not an order relation since it is reflexive only
on scripts that cannot be improved (i.e. only on scripts that have reached the
fixpoint).
Lemma 1 (Idempotence of improvement).
0
00
0
0
00
00
∀S1 , . . . , Sn , S10 , . . . Sm
, S100 , . . . Sm
· · · Sm
0 , if S1 · · · Sn  S1 · · · Sm  S1
0
then m = m0 and ∀i ≤ m, Si0 = Si00
Theorem 2 (Round-tripping from declarative scripts).
∀S1 , . . . , Sn , ∀Σ, Σ 0 , Π, if CJS1 · · · Sn K? (Σ, Σ 0 , Π) = (Σ1 , Σ10 , Π 0 ) where Σ1 =
Σ2 @Σ (Σ2 of length k) then ∃!C such that
either Σ 0 = Σ10 and ∀l, l0 , l1 , l10 , Π(C[l1 , l10 ] :: l, l0 ) = Π 0 (l1 @l, l10 @l0 )
or Σ 0 = E :: Σ10 and ∀l, l0 , l1 , l10 , Π(C[l1 , l10 ] :: l, E :: l0 ) = Π 0 (l1 @l, l10 @l0 )
and ∀t1 , . . . , tk , ∀E1 , . . . , Eh
0
if GJC[t1 , . . . , tk , E1 , . . . , Eh ]K = S10 · · · Sm
then
0
0
.
S1 · · · Sn GJt1 K · · · GJtk K  S1 · · · Sm

The second branch in the statement correspond to the case where one Si is
“obtain H E1 = E2 ” and the equality chain is not terminated in S1 , . . . , Sn . In
this case Σ 0 will contain a placeholder whereas Σ was empty.
Proof. The proof is by induction on n and then by structural induction on S1 .
We only show one simple, but significant case (since it shows an improvement
of the script).
Let n = 2, S1 = “conclude E1 = E2 by j1 ”, S2 = “by j2 done”.
CJS1 S2 K? ((Γ ` E1 = E3 ) :: Σ, Σ 0 , Π)

= (CJS2 K ◦ CJS1 K)((Γ ` E1 = E3 ) :: Σ, Σ 0 , Π)
= CJS2 K(CJS1 K((Γ ` E1 = E3 ) :: Σ, Σ 0 , Π))

= CJS2 K((Γ ` E2 = E3 ) :: Σ, Σ 0 ,
(hd :: tl, l) 7→ Π(((eq transitive E1 E2 E3 j1 hd) :: tl, l)))
= (Σ, Σ 0 , (l, l0 ) 7→ Π(((eq transitive E1 E2 E3 j1 j2 ) :: l, l0 ))
Since Σ1 = Σ and Σ10 = Σ 0 we have k = 0 and C[] = (eq transitive E1
0
E2 E3 j1 j2 ). Hence we need to prove: GJC[]K = S10 . . . Sm
for some m and
0
0
S1 S2  S1 . . . Sm . Now
GJC[]K
= GJ(eq transitive E1 E2 E3 j1 j2 )K
= “conclude E1 = E2 byj1 ” GJj2 K=
E3
= “conclude E1 = E2 byj1 ” “ = E3 by j2 done”
Hence the thesis by (1).
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Conclusions

In this paper we study the compilation of declarative scripts into proof terms,
and the opposite translation of proof terms into declarative scripts. The study
is done on the declarative language of the Matita interactive theorem prover
(which lacks an elaborated sub-language for justifications) and on proof terms
for a sub-calculus of the Calculus of (Co)Inductive Constructions used in Matita.
The actual implementation in Matita already considers a larger calculus that
comprises, for instance, fully general inductive types.
We observe that the translation from declarative scripts to declarative scripts
via proof terms respects the initial script structure and can even improve it by
fixing misuses of statements. Moreover this (double) translation is idempotent. It
is an open question whether the same results can be achieved for more complex
declarative languages whose statements could alter partial proof terms in a non
structural way. Our understanding is that this is the case at least for the proof
language presented in [4].
Exportation of formalised results between proof assistants having the same
proof terms but different high level proof languages is an immediate application

of our technique. Another obvious application is the translation of procedural
scripts into executable declarative scripts for their use in education. This way it
is possible to present to students or mathematicians, which only understand the
declarative language, proofs found in the procedural style.
The work must be completed by designing the (mostly orthogonal) language
for proof step justifications and by extending the translations proposed to cover
the full language. Whether we will be able to be as close to the mathematical
vernacular as Isar is, retaining automatic generation of declarative scripts with
the current properties, is another open question.
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Abstract. This paper presents a module system named Mei designed
for mechanized mathematics systems. Mei is a λ-calculus style module
system that supports higher-order functors in a natural way. The semantics of functor application is based on substitution. A novel coercion
mechanism integrates a parameter passing mechanism based on theory
interpretations with simple λ-calculus style higher-order functors.
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Introduction

A mechanized mathematics system (MMS) is a computer system that supports
and improves mathematical processing, by which we mean building mathematical models of the real world, and formulating and reasoning about properties
of the real world within the context of the mathematical models. Examples of
MMSs are theorem provers and computer algebra systems. An MMS needs to
have a powerful library in order to be practical. A powerful library for an MMS
should (1) contain sufficient mathematical knowledge to support mathematical
activities and (2) be well organized so that new knowledge can be easily developed from existing knowledge. Currently, more and more mathematical knowledge is formalized in different systems, which largely achieves the first goal. Thus,
a good module system is necessary for MMSs in order to organize this mathematical knowledge. A good modularity mechanism aids the expressivity of the
MMSs. It helps to build up contexts and allows the user to reuse the theorems
developed within one context in other contexts with similar structures. However,
the development of the module systems for MMSs significantly lags behind the
development of underlying logics, proof strategies etc. Very few MMSs have a
sophisticated module system which supports the development of large pieces of
mathematical knowledge.
Mei1 is a module system designed for MMSs. There are two chief goals we
want Mei to achieve: (1) Mei should be applicable to arbitrary logics. Although
most module systems are associated with some particular logic, we believe, module systems should be orthogonal to their underlying logics. As a result, Mei is a
1

Mei is the Chinese name of Prunus mume, a species of Asian plum in the family
Rosaceae. The tree flowers in late winter, typically late January or February.
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layer above the underlying logic. Otherwise the module system may put too much
constraint on the underlying logic. (2) Mei should integrate higher-order functors with theory interpretation [Far94] based parameter passing mechanisms, e.g.
fitting morphisms2 [Ore99] in specification languages. We can find higher-order
functors with type matching as the parameter passing mechanism in many functional languages. On the other hand, fitting morphisms with first-order parametric mechanisms are widely used in specification languages. However, no system
supports both of them.
Mei has a core system called Mei Core. As a module system designed for
MMSs, Mei Core supports the following features:
(1) Mathematical knowledge is organized as a collection of theories. Informally,
a theory consists of a language, a set of axioms, and a set of theorems with
their proofs.
(2) Operations that build new theories from existing theories: (a) extending a
theory by adding new language and axioms, (b) combining a set of existing
theories to produce a new theory, and (c) making a copy of an existing theory
by renaming its symbols.
(3) Parameterized theories called functors. A functor is a generic theory with
respect to its parameter. It can be instantiated by providing a concrete
parameter theory to generate a new theory. In particular, functors can be
higher-order in the sense that they are functions over parameterized theories.
(4) Theory interfaces. An interface specifies the information of a theory that is
exposed to the outside world, such as the language, axioms, and theorems.
(5) A subtyping relation over (parameterized) theories, which enhances the flexibility of parameter passing.
The syntax of Mei Core resembles that of typed λ-calculus with additional syntax
for the theory operations.
Mei is Mei Core plus a coercion mechanism. Mei supports a theory interpretation based parameter passing mechanism called a view. Given a view, Mei
constructs a corresponding coercion functor of Mei Core. The semantics of Mei
is defined in terms of that of Mei Core by substituting the generated coercion
functors for the views.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. §2 and §3 present the
module systems Mei Core and Mei respectively. In §4, we show the power of
Mei by comparing it with the ML-style module systems, the module systems
of some specification languages (Maude, CASL, Specware) and MMSs (IMPS,
PVS, Isabelle, Coq). The paper ends with a short summary in §5.

2

A Module System with Subtyping – Mei Core

We first informally present the features of Mei Core, followed by a formal presentation of its syntax (typing rules) and semantics (evaluation rules).
2

A fitting morphism is a special theory interpretation that is one-one and maps a
symbol in the source theory to a symbol (not an arbitrary expression) in the target
theory.
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2.1

Informal Presentation

As indicated in the introduction, Mei Core is a module system enjoying the
beauty of typed λ-calculus, in which theories are the base objects and parameterized theories are the functions. As a result, the semantics of Mei Core is
defined via the simple notion of substitution.
Theories A theory 3 in Mei Core consists of a language L, a set Φ of axioms,
and a set ∆ of theorems provable from the axioms in a sound proof system.
In other words, each theory in Mei Core is a concrete representation of some
mathematical theory.
A language L is a set of symbols of various categories that we can use to
build syntactic objects. The set of all sentences over a language L, denoted by
Sen(L), is a set of syntactic objects constructed inductively via a set of sentence
constructors. The set of axioms is a set of sentences, i.e. Φ ⊆ Sen(L). Each MMS
supports a set of proof strategies to derive sentences from sentences using certain
inference rules. A sentence ϕ is provable from Φ if it is derivable from Φ. A proof
of ϕ is then any derivation of ϕ from Φ. A theorem is a pair of a sentence and its
proof. A set of theorems is denoted by ∆. The set of sentences of ∆ is denoted
by sen(∆).
For instance, a language L for a many-sorted first-order logic can be a tuple (S, C, F, P) of sets of sort symbols, constant symbols, function symbols, and
predicate symbols respectively. Terms and formulas can be defined in the usual
way. A sentence is then a closed formula. An example of a proof system for it
would be a Hilbert-style proof system. A proof of a sentence is a derivation of
the sentence starting from the logical and non-logical axioms and then applying
the inference rules such as the modus ponens rule.
A theory T is a closed tuple (L, Φ, ∆), in the sense that the symbols used in
Φ and ∆ must be in L and the axioms used in the proofs of ∆ must be in Φ.
Remark 1. Our notion of a theory is based on the little theories approach [FGT92],
in contrast to the modules in most programming language paradigms which are
based on the big theory approach [FGT92]. In the big theory approach, one powerful set of axioms is used to model all objects of interest. Consequently, modules
are a name scope mechanism, where an object developed in one module can be
referred to from within another module by qualifying the object name. In the
little theories approach, reasoning is carried out under different contexts, modeled by theories. To use an object developed in another theory under the current
context, we need to build a theory interpretation between them. Effectively, it
imports a translated version of that theory implicitly or explicitly.
Theory Extension, Renaming, and Union Mei Core supports several operations to construct new theories from those existing theories.
3

A theory in Mei contains only those theorems that are already proved, in contrast
to approaches where a theory contains all the theorems that are provable.
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Extension. To develop a new theory, instead of starting from scratch, we can
start from an existing theory and extend it by adding new language symbols
and axioms. For instance, to build a theory of groups, we might rather start
by inheriting the language and axioms of a theory of monoids.
Renaming. To make a new copy of an existing theory by renaming the symbols of the given theory. We need it for two reasons: (1) to avoid naming
conflicts for use in the union operation below, and (2) to name the symbols
in a meaningful way according to the intended semantics.
Union. To combine two or more theories, we need the union operation. For
instance, a natural way to build a theory of rings is to extend the union of
a theory of groups and a theory of monoids.
Remark 2. There are two approaches to solve the name conflict issue for large
system developments: (1) Names from different modules are distinct. Sharing of
names is expressed by equation constraints. (2) Name from different modules
are not distinct. Sharing is expressed by names. Renaming is used to solve unintended name conflict. In our little theories approach a theory provides a simple
name scope, though it cannot be nested. Since we have the renaming mechanism,
we prefer (2) within a theory, i.e. the same name refers to the same object. As
shown in the following example, the same name is used to represent the carrier
sets of the group theory and the monoid theory to force them to be identical in
the ring theory. Renaming is used to distinguish their respective binary operators
as the addition and the multiplication operators in the ring theory.
Example 1 illustrates the use of theories and theory operations of Mei Core.
Although we do not define the syntax for the underlying logic, the meaning of
the example should be clear. For the syntax of Mei Core, please refer to §2.2.
Example 1.
Monoid ≡ language sort mm
const e : mm
opr ◦ : mm2 → mm
axioms ∀x1 , x2 , x3 : mm. x1 ◦ (x2 ◦ x3 ) = (x1 ◦ x2 ) ◦ x3
∀x : mm. x ◦ e = x ∧ e ◦ x = x
theorems . . .
Group ≡ Monoid with {mm 7→ gg} extended by
language opr − 1 : gg → gg
axioms ∀x : gg. x ◦ x−1 = e = x−1 ◦ x
theorems . . .
Ring ≡ (Group with {gg 7→ rr, e 7→ 0, ◦ 7→ +} ⊕
Monoid with {mm 7→ rr, e 7→ 1, ◦ 7→ ∗}) extended by
language
axioms ∀x, y, z : rr. x ∗ (y + z) = (x ∗ y) + (x ∗ z) . . .
theorems . . .
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Parameterized Theories A parameterized theory is a generic theory with respect to its formal parameter theory (the argument type). It can be instantiated
provided that the actual parameter theory matches the argument type. The new
theory is built from both the body specification and the actual parameter theory. We use the name functor for a parameterized theory. The instantiation of
functors is based on the simple notion of substitution.
Types of Theories. We use the notion of a type of a theory to specify the
class of theories that can be used to instantiate a functor. A type T of a
theory Thy ≡ (L, Φ, ∆) is a pair (LT , ΦT ) such that (a) LT ⊆ L, and (b)
ΦT ⊆ (Φ ∪ sen(∆)). A type of a theory is also used to specify an interface of
the theory, i.e. the exported language and sentences. Casting the type of a
theory effectively changes its interface. Note that not the entire language and
not all facts (axioms and theorems) are necessarily exported. For example,
the auxiliary theorems (lemmas) of a theory should be hidden and removed
from its type.
Higher-Order Functors. Our module system also supports higher-order functors, in the sense that functors can be used as parameters as well as return
values of other functors. This provides more flexible reusability of theories.
The semantics of the instantiation of higher-order functors is based on substitution as for first-order functors, except that functors can be used in substitutions. As a result, we have a notion of a type of a functor to specify the
class of functor parameters or the class of resulting functors.
Example 2. We show two theory types, Group and Set, and a functor, GroupAct,
representing a generic group action theory in this example.
Group ≡ language sort gg
const e : gg
opr ◦ : gg 2 → gg
−1 : gg → gg
axioms ∀x1 , x2 , x3 : gg. x1 ◦ (x2 ◦ x3 ) = (x1 ◦ x2 ) ◦ x3
∀x : gg. x ◦ e = x ∧ e ◦ x = x
∀x : gg. x ◦ x−1 = e = x−1 ◦ x
Set ≡ language sort ss
axioms . . .
GroupAct ≡ functor X : Group. functor Y : Set. (X ⊕ Y) extended by
language opr act : gg × ss → ss.
axioms ∀x : ss. act(e, x) = x
∀g, h : gg, x : ss. act(g ◦ h, x) = act(g, act(h, x))
GroupAct is a higher-order functor since it can be partially instantiated to return
a functor as output. The type of GroupAct is trivial from the syntax defined in
§2.2. The instantiation of functors will be illustrated in Section §2.2 Example 3.
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Subtyping Subtyping is a mechanism that allows the user to treat an object
of one type (subtype) as an object of another type (supertype). In general, the
subtype is more informative than the supertype. Thus, it is safe to use an object
of the subtype in the places where an object of the supertype is required. Let
Group be a theory of groups of type Group. Let Monoid be the type of theories
of monoids. Let F be a functor whose formal argument is of type Monoid. It is
thus reasonable to allow the application of F to Group, since Group is a subtype
of Monoid. This idea is generalized to functor types in Mei Core.
It is easy to put our system into the λ-calculus frame. The theory types and
the functor types are the base types and function types respectively. Module expressions are terms, where functor abstractions are λ-abstractions, and functor
applications are function applications, whose semantics is given by β-reduction.
The theory operations are analogous to extra term constructors, like the arithmetic operators in many functional languages.
2.2

Syntax of Mei Core

The following is the concrete syntax of Mei Core. A module expression represents
a theory (or functor), denoted by a sans-serif E with subscripts when necessary.
It describes the way a theory (or functor) is constructed. A module type represents a class of theories (or functors), denoted by a sans-serif T. We will use
“expression” and “type” for “module expression” and “module type” when there
is no possibility of confusion.
Rules for Types. type(T) is read as “T is a module type”. closed(L, Φ) asserts
that all symbols used in Φ are in L.
T ≡ (L, Φ) closed(L, Φ)
type(T)

type(T1 ) type(T2 )
type(T1 → T2 )

The functor type is associated to the right, i.e. T1 → T2 → T3 means T1 →
(T2 → T3 ).
Subtyping Rules. T1 <: T2 is read as “T1 is a subtype of T2 ”.
L2 ⊆ L1 Φ2 ⊆ Φ1
(L1 , Φ1 ) <: (L2 , Φ2 )

Ts2 <: Ts1 Tt1 <: Tt2
Ts1 → Tt1 <: Ts2 → Tt2

Rules for Typing Module Expressions. Γ ` E : T is read as “E is an expression of
type T under context Γ ”. Γ is a context that binds variables to types. We assume
that previously defined module expressions can be named for later reference. σ
is an environment that maps names, called constants, to expressions. We use a
sans-serif X and Y for the variables and sans-serif C for the constants. map(ρ)
asserts that ρ is a mapping, i.e. a set of symbol pairs, where source(ρ)/target(ρ)
is the domain/range of ρ. ρ(L) is the image of L via ρ, and ρ(Φ) is the translation
of Φ in which symbols in L are replaced by their images in ρ(L).
X:T∈Γ
Γ `X:T

(variable)

σ(C) = E Γ ` E : T
Γ `C:T

(constant)
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LT ⊆ L

ΦT ⊆ (Φ ∪ sen(∆)) closed(L, Φ, ∆)
` (LT , ΦT ) (L, Φ, ∆) : (LT , ΦT )

Γ ` E : (LE , ΦE ) (LE , ΦE ) <: (L, Φ)
Γ ` (L, Φ) E : (L, Φ)

(theory definition)

(casting)

Γ ` E : (LE , ΦE ) closed(LE ∪ L, ΦE ∪ Φ ∪ sen(∆))
Γ ` E extended by (L, Φ, ∆) : (LE ∪ L, ΦE ∪ Φ ∪ sen(∆))
Γ ` E1 : (L1 , Φ1 ) Γ ` E2 : (L2 , Φ2 )
Γ ` E1 ⊕ E2 : (L1 ∪ L2 , Φ1 ∪ Φ2 )

(union)

Γ ` E : (L, Φ) map(ρ) source(ρ) = L
Γ ` E with ρ : (ρ(L), ρ(Φ))
Γ , X : T1 ` E2 : T2
Γ ` (functor X : T1 . E2 ) : T1 → T2
Γ ` Ef : T1 → T2 Γ ` Ep : Tp
Γ ` (Ef Ep ) : T2

(extension)

(renaming)

(functor abstraction)

Tp <: T1

(functor application)

We will drop parentheses whenever there is no loss of meaning.

2.3

Semantics

Substitution of Module Expression The semantics of Mei Core is based on
the substitution function, E[X := Ep ], defined as follows.
½
Y[X := Ep ] =

Ep if X ≡ Y
Y otherwise.

C[X := Ep ] = C
(LT , ΦT ) (L, Φ, ∆)[X := Ep ] = (LT , ΦT ) (L, Φ, ∆)
((LT , ΦT ) E)[X := Ep ] = (LT , ΦT ) E[X := Ep ]
(E extended by S)[X := Ep ] = E[X := Ep ] extended by S
(E1 ⊕ E2 )[X := Ep ] = E1 [X := Ep ] ⊕ E2 [X := Ep ]
(E with ρ)[X := Ep ] = E[X := Ep ] with ρ
½
functor Y : T1 . E2 [X := Ep ] if Y 6≡ X
(functor Y : T1 . E2 )[X := Ep ] =
functor Y : T1 . E2
otherwise.
(E1 E2 )[X := Ep ] = (E1 [X := Ep ]) (E2 [X := Ep ])
The most important cases are the variable case and the second subcase of the
functor abstraction case. They are the base cases for the inductive definition.
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Operational Semantics Following the normal operational semantics of λcalculus, we define the operational semantics of Mei Core via the evaluation
rules, which transfer an expression to another preserving its type. The evaluation
eventually converges in the sense that it terminates in finitely many steps at a
normal form: expression that is a theory definition or a functor abstraction.
Definition 1. ] is an amalgamation union operator with respect to the types.
Let (LT1 , ΦT1 ) (L1 , Φ1 , ∆1 ), (LT2 , ΦT2 ) (L2 , Φ2 , ∆2 ) be two module expressions,
L1 ]L2 = LT1 ∪ LT2 ∪ (L1 \LT1 t L2 \LT2 ), where t is the disjoint union.
The full definition of ] can be found in [Xu07]. The idea is that two symbols are
considered identical in the union if they are in the type specifications, and are
considered distinct otherwise. For example, let Mult be a type declaring a sort ele
and a binary operator ◦, Monoid is a theory of monoids with additional constant
e. According to the evaluation rule (*) below, the language of (Mult) Monoid ⊕
(Mult) Monoid contains one ele, one ◦, but two copies of e, since e is not in Mult.
The two e’s have to be systematically or heuristically renamed to be distinct.
C 7−→ σ(C)

T (T0 (L, Φ, ∆)) 7−→ T (L, Φ, ∆)

E 7−→ E0
T E 7−→ T E0

((LT , ΦT ) (L, Φ, ∆)) extended by (LS , ΦS , ∆S )
7−→ (LT ∪LS , ΦT ∪ΦS ∪sen(∆S ))(L]LS , Φ]ΦS , ∆]∆S )
(LT1 , ΦT1 ) (L1 , Φ1 , ∆1 ) ⊕ (LT2 , ΦT2 ) (L2 , Φ2 , ∆2 )
7−→ (LT1 ∪LT2 , ΦT1 ∪ΦT2 ) (L1 ]L2 , Φ1 ]Φ2 , ∆1 ]∆2 )

(∗)

((LT , ΦT ) (L, Φ, ∆)) with ρ 7−→ (ρ(LT ), ρ(ΦT )) (ρ(L), ρ(Φ), ρ(∆))
E 7−→ E0
E extended by S 7−→ E0 extended by S
E2 7−→ E02
(LT1 , ΦT1 ) (L1 , Φ1 , ∆1 ) ⊕ E2 7−→ (LT1 , ΦT1 ) (L1 , Φ1 , ∆1 ) ⊕ E02
E1

E1 −
7 → E01
⊕ E2 7−→ E01 ⊕ E2

E 7−→ E0
E with ρ 7−→ E0 with ρ

Ef 7−→ E0f
(functor X : T1 . E2 ) Ep 7−→ E2 [X := Ep ]
Ef Ep 7−→ E0f Ep
Note that (∗∗) is β-reduction. To avoid variable capture, it is only applicable
if Ep is free for X in E2 . The order of evaluation is similar to the normal order
reduction in λ-calculus.
(∗∗)

Theorem 1. If E is a well-typed module expression, then either E is a theory
definition or a functor abstraction or else there is an E0 such that E 7−→ E0 .
Theorem 2. If E : T and E 7−→ E0 , then E0 : T.
Theorem 3. If ` E : T, the evaluation of E converges.
Theorem 1 and 2 shows the soundness of the typing system. The interested
readers can refer to [Xu07] for the proofs.
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3

A Module System with Subtyping and Coercion – Mei

The subtyping mechanism allows us to regard an object of one type as an object
of its supertype. However, it is limited: (1) Theories specified in different languages are not related to each other. For instance, a theory of monoids formalized
in a language other than that of type Monoid is not of type Monoid. (2) Two different axiomatizations of the same mathematical theory may not be related. For
instance, let Nat be a theory of natural numbers with the zero element and the
successor function, and let NatNat be another theory of natural numbers with
the constants zero, one, . . ., and the functions plus, minus, times. Though they
should be equivalent, neither is a subtype of the other in Mei Core. (3) One type
is regarded as a subtype of another only in one way since the subtyping relation
is based purely on syntax. However, a theory of rings can be treated as a theory
of monoids in two ways because there are two copies of monoids with respect to
the addition and multiplication residing in a ring structure. We introduce a new
mechanism, coercion, to solve these issues.
3.1

Syntax of Mei

The syntax and rules of Mei extend those of Mei Core by adding a new syntactic
class, views, and a new kind of expression, functor applications with views. This
subsection presents only the new syntactic rules of Mei.
View rules. The notion of a view is a generalization of both a theory interpretation (a view can be defined over functor types) and a subtyping relation (a
symbol mapping is involved in a view). A view from Ts to Tt shows how an
object in Tt can be treated as an object in Ts . The simplest views are the views
between theory types, which are theory translations that map the expressions
of one theory (the source) to the expressions of the other theory (the target).
Syntactically, it is a triple (Ts , Tt , ρ), in which Ts and Tt are the source and
target theory types respectively, and ρ is a mapping that maps symbols in Ts
to those in Tt . Views between functor types are defined in terms of the views
between their source and target types inductively:
source(ρ) = Ls target(ρ) ⊆ Lt
view((Ls , Φs ), (Lt , Φt ), ρ)

view(Tt1 , Ts1 , ρ1 ) view(Ts2 , Tt2 , ρ2 )
view(Ts1 → Ts2 , Tt1 → Tt2 , (ρ1 , ρ2 ))

Remark 3. Syntactically, a theory view is not necessarily a theory interpretation, i.e. meaning preserving. However, a good theory view should be a theory
interpretation, but this is not enforced by Mei. The underlying MMS system
is responsible for guaranteeing that a view is indeed an interpretation, i.e. for
providing the proofs for the obligations. In other words, the view rules are syntactically decidable.
Coercion Semantics of Views. Intuitively, if V ≡ (Ts , Tt , ρ) is a view from Ts to
Tt , its semantics, denoted by [[V]]v : Tt → Ttt , is a functor in Mei Core, called
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the coercion functor, that converts every object in Tt to an object in Ttt , where
Ttt <: Ts . Therefore, when we want to use an object E : Tt in the place where
an object of Ts is required, we can instead use the coerced object, [[V]]v (E).
(1) Theory view. V ≡ ((Ls , Φs ), (Lt , Φt ), ρ).
[[V]]v = functor X : (Lt , Φt ). (X extended by (Lφ , Φφ , ∆obl )) with lift(ρ−1 ),
where Lφ is the empty language, Φφ is the empty axiom set, ∆obl is the set
of proof obligations generated by V, and lift is a function that adds identity
maps for symbols not in Ls to the given mapping. Intuitively, the coercion
functor adds to the input theory the information expressed by Ts which is
not expressed by Tt , and translates the theory into the language of Ts .
(2) Functor view. V ≡ (Ts1 → Ts2 , Tt1 → Tt2 , (ρ1 , ρ2 )). Let c1 = [[Tt1 , Ts1 , ρ1 ]]v
and c2 = [[Ts2 , Tt2 , ρ2 ]]v .
[[V]]v = functor F : Tt1 → Tt2 . functor X : Ts1 . c2 (F (c1 X))
Remark 4. For the sake of simplicity, this paper assumes that a theory view
is a fitting morphism (see Footnote 2). The views without this restriction are
properly handled in [Xu07].
Rules for Typing Module Expressions.
Γ ` Ef : T1 → T2 Γ ` Ep : Tp view(T1 , Tp , ρ)
Γ ` Ef Ep with view (T1 , Tp , ρ) : T2
Example 3. Let Ring be the ring theory, Group be the group theory, and GroupAct
be the group action functor defined in Example 1 and 2 respectively. We can
partially instantiate GroupAct by Ring with a view as follows.
GroupAct Ring with view (Group, Ring, {gg 7→ rr, e 7→ 0, ◦ 7→ +})
where Ring is the type of Ring. The resulting functor is trivial and will not be
shown here to save space. The corresponding coercion functor is
functor X : Ring. X with {rr 7→ gg, 0 7→ e, + 7→ ◦, 1 7→ 1, ∗ 7→ ∗}
3.2

Semantics of Mei

The semantics of Mei, [[]]e , is defined in terms of the expressions of Mei Core in
the sense that we translate every expression of Mei to an expression of Mei Core.
[[X]]e = X
[[C]]e = C
[[(LT , ΦT ) (L, Φ, ∆)]]e = (LT , ΦT ) (L, Φ, ∆)
...
[[Ef Ep ]]e = [[Ef ]]e [[Ep ]]e
[[Ef Ep with view V]]e = [[Ef ]]e ([[V]]v [[Ep ]]e )

(∗ ∗ ∗)

Only the last case is interesting, where the parameter is coerced before it is fed
to the functor. We omit some induction cases which are similar to (***).
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Theorem 4. If Γ ` E : T in Mei, then Γ ` [[E]]e : T in Mei Core.
Theorem 5. If ` E : T, the evaluation of E converges.
The interested readers can refer to [Xu07] for the proofs.

4

Comparison with Other Module Systems

We show, in this section, that a very simple module system like Mei can be powerful. We show that many modular mechanisms supported by various systems
can be implemented in Mei. In particular, we investigate the modular mechanisms for ML family languages, algebraic specification languages, and MMSs.
4.1

ML-style Module systems

Every ML family language has a module language to specify the structures of
large software systems. We compare Mei with one ML-style module system,
Leroy’s modular module system [Ler00]. As in other ML-style module systems,
the components defined in the core language are grouped into structures; signatures are used to specify the interface of structures. They correspond to theories
and theory types in Mei. Leroy’s system also supports higher-order functors and
subtyping. However, renaming and the fitting morphism style parameter passing
mechanism are not provided in Leroy’s system. Most importantly, Leroy’s system
is also designed to be language independent as Mei. In fact, the implementation
of Mei in [Xu07] is inspired largely by [Ler00]. In addition, modules of Leroy’s
system also provide a namespace management while in Mei renaming is used to
solve the name conflict as stated in Remark 2.
4.2

Algebraic Specification Languages

While most specification languages support the extension, union, and renaming
operations as in Mei, they usually have a different parameterized specification
mechanism. The body of the parameterized specification is, in general, defined
as an extension of the parameter specification(s). Therefore, only one copy of
the parameter occurs in the body definition. Parameter passing is via fitting
morphisms, another name for theory views. The semantics is defined by pushouts
and only first-order parameterized specifications are supported, which can be
simulated easily in Mei. All the languages discussed in this section follow this
approach. In the following discussion, we will present only those mechanisms
that are not supported directly in Mei.
It is worth indicating that R. Jimémez and F. Orejas present a framework in
which the body of the parameterized theory is defined as an arbitrary expression
over the parameter, including λ-abstraction and application [JO99]. As in Mei,
it supports the higher-order parameterized specification with a fitting morphism
style parameter passing mechanism. However, its β-reduction is not properly
defined, making its semantics not operational, as fully discussed in [Xu07].
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Maude. Maude [CDE+ 04] is a specification language based on a rewriting logic.
Modules are the basic building blocks of Maude. A module consists of sorts,
operators on these sorts, and equations specifying how they interact. A module
in Maude defines the initial algebra specified by its axioms. “Theory” is a notion
similar to “module”, which has loose semantics [CDE+ 04]. Maude has two novel
parametric mechanisms: parameterized views and parameterized theories.
Parameterized Views A parameterized view is used in the instantiation of a
parameterized module to produce a new parameterized module. Let LIST(X ::
TRIV) and SET(X::TRIV) be parameterized modules. Then
(view Set(X::TRIV) from TRIV to SET(X) is
sort Elt to Set(X).
endv)
is a parameterized view named Set. LIST(Set) is a parameterized module of lists
of sets of elements and can be instantiated by a view Nat that maps TRIV to NAT.
This can be simulated in Mei as follows. Let LIST : TRIV → LIST and
SET : TRIV → SET be functors.
LIST-SET ≡ functor X : TRIV. LIST (SET X with view V),
where V is a view similar to the view Set in Maude. By a little abuse of notation,
LIST-SET = LIST ◦ SET, the composition of List and Set. Clearly LIST-SET
functions in the same way as LIST(Set).
A parameterized view itself can be instantiated by other view(s) in Maude.
For instance, Set(Nat) is a view from TRIV to SET(Nat), a set of natural numbers.
Effectively, it is a composition of the view Set with a view from SET(X::TRIV)
to SET(Nat), which is a view lifted from Nat. It can be simulated by the view
composition and view lifting mechanism presented in [Xu07].
Parameterized Theories Parameterized theories are theories that are parameterized by other (possibly parameterized) theories. For instance, we can define
LIST(X::SET(Y::TRIV)), where SET(Y::TRIV) is a parameterized theory. Let FINSET(Y::TRIV) be a parameterized module of finite sets. Then
(view FinSet(X::TRIV) from SET(X) to FINSET(X) is
sort Set(X) to FinSet(X) .
endv)
is a parameterized view named FinSet. LIST(FinSet) is then a parameterized
module of lists of finite sets of elements. Note that LIST is not a higher-order parameterized module. The instantiation of LIST is enforced to be a parameterized
module composition, since FinSet must be a parameterized view.
Parameterized theories correspond to a type (T1 → T2 ) T1 that does not
exist in Mei. It specifies a class of expressions that have to be derived from
functor applications. For instance, let F : T1 → T2 and X : T1 , then (F X )
is of type (T1 → T2 ) T1 . (F X ) can then be used to instantiate a functor
G : ((T1 → T2 ) T1 ) → T3 . In Maude G is only used to compose with F as in
the following context:
H = functor X : T1 . G (F X) = G ◦ F
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Parameterized theories is also a simple sharing mechanism, e.g. there is one
copy of SET in any instantiation of MOD(X::LIST(Z::SET),Y::STACK(Z::SET)),
but two copies in one of MOD(X::LIST(Z1::SET),Y::STACK(Z2::SET)).
The new type is not necessary in Mei: (1) Declaring G : T2 → T3 does not
prevent us from composing G with F. (2) Sharing is expressed by naming in
Mei, i.e. same name refers to the same object within a theory. (3) It complicates
the type system. For example, H defined above will be typed T1 → ((((T1 →
T2 ) T1 ) → T3 ) ((T1 → T2 ) T1 )), which is hard to comprehend.
Specware. Specware [SJ95] has a novel module system. It follows closely a
category-theoretic approach. The diagram and colimit operations are the most
important modular mechanisms of Specware. Although most algebraic specification languages use the notion of a colimit to define the semantics, very few of
them directly support the colimit operation.
A diagram is a directed multigraph where specifications are nodes and morphisms are edges. A colimit of a diagram is a specification constructed by first
taking the disjoint union of the node specifications, and then building the quotient from the equivalent relations induced by the morphisms. The composition
of specifications is then constructed by building a diagram and calculating its
colimit. For instance, the union operation, parameterized specifications and their
instantiations can be seen as particular diagrams. The semantics of these operations can be defined as the colimits of the appropriate diagrams.
The current version of Specware supports a notion of substitution, which is
similar to parameterized specification. Any sub-specification in the importation
hierarchy of a specification can be used as the formal parameter. The formal
parameter actually used for instantiation is determined by the fitting morphism,
i.e. its source specification. To make it more practical, it is necessary to build a
more sophisticated mechanism of parameterized specifications on top of the colimit mechanism. In fact, the parameterized theories and parameterized views in
Maude can be translated directly to diagram constructions as shown in [DM00].
In one sense, the colimit operation is more general than the parametric mechanism in Mei, since colimit is defined over arbitrary diagrams that may not be
representable in Mei. In another sense, the parametric mechanism in Mei is more
general, since it supports higher-order functors, which do not have a counterpart in Specware. In addition, functors in Mei may contain multiple copies of
the parameter theory along different morphisms. The semantics of functor instantiations is then akin to the multiple pushouts in [Ore99], which may not be
expressed by the colimit operator. One particular drawback of Specware is that
a solid category theory background is required in order for users to use it.
Casl. Casl [Gro01] is an algebraic specification language based on partial firstorder logic. A basic specification consists of a signature Σ and a set of sentences
(axioms or constraints) over Σ. A signature declares a set of S of sorts, sets
T F and P F of total function symbols and partial function symbols respectively,
and a set P of predicate symbols. Signatures are related by signature morphism:
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(S, T F, P F, P ) → (S 0 , T F 0 , P F 0 , P 0 ), consists of a mapping from S to S 0 , and
mappings between the corresponding sets of function and predicate symbols
respectively [ABK+ 02]. Casl provides a number of mechanisms for structuring
specifications, among which specification reductions, local specifications, and
parameterized views deserve mention.
Reductions SP hide SL and SP reveal SM.
The hiding reduction hides all symbols listed by SL. The revealing reduction
is the complement of the hiding reduction, which reveals all symbols specified
by SM. Specification reduction hides auxiliary information, which has the
same functionality of up-casts in Mei, i.e. casting a theory to its supertype.
The supertype effectively show the revealing part. Both reductions can be
implemented in terms of up-casts as shown in [Xu07].
Local specification local SP1 within SP2 .
It is equivalent to: {SP1 then SP2 } hide SY1 , ..., SYn . Thus it can be
implemented in terms of specification reduction, and in turn up-casts in
Mei, as shown in [Xu07].
View view VN [SP1 ] ... [SPn ] given SP 001 , ..., SP 00m : SP to SP 0 = SM end
This defines, according to a symbol mapping SM, a morphism from SP to
a parameterized specification which has a body SP 0 , a list of parameters
SP1 , ..., SPn , and a set of imports SP 001 , ..., SP 00m . A view can be instantiated with different fitting arguments, giving compositions of the morphism
defined by the view with other fitting morphisms. The views in Casl are
a restricted version of the parameterized views in Maude, in that (a) the
parameter specification occurs only in the target specification, (b) the parameter specification is not parameterized, and (c) the parameterized view
has to be instantiated when it is referred. Hence they can be implemented
by view compositions and view lifting in Mei, as shown in Maude.
4.3

Mechanized Mathematics Systems

We will see in this section that the modular mechanisms of MMSs are weak,
making them the right application area for Mei. We will focus on the parametric
modular mechanisms in MMSs.
IMPS. IMPS [FGT93] is an interactive theorem prover designed to support
mathematical reasoning. Two of its key concepts are little theories [FGT92]
and theory interpretation [Far94]. An IMPS theory is constructed from a set
of subtheories, a language, and a set of axioms. Theories can be related by
the subtheory relation and theory interpretation. The subtheory relation can be
expressed by the union and extension operations in Mei.
In IMPS, all theories are generic and defined over arbitrary types. They
can be instantiated in a polymorphic manner via an explicitly defined theory
interpretation. This is similar to our first-order functor except that: (1) There
is no separate notion of parameterized theories. The subtheory used as interface
is identified at the time of instantiation by building an interpretation from it
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to the actual parameter theory, i.e. the source theory of the interpretation as
in Specware. (2) Only one occurrence of a subtheory can be replaced for each
instantiation.
PVS. PVS [ORS92] is an environment for specification and verification. A PVS
specification is a collection of theories. A PVS theory consists of a theory name,
a list of formal parameters, an export part, an assumption part, and a theory
body. The theory body is the main part of the theory, consisting of imports,
axioms, and theorems. Exporting is a mechanism to hide some names declared
in the current theory, and can be simulated by the up-casts in Mei as shown
in Casl. The assumption part gives constraints over the current theory, which
have to hold for any instance of the theory. Internally, the assumptions are the
same as axioms. Externally, they generate obligations which must be proved for
each import of the theory [ORS92].
PVS provides a notion of parameterized theories that simulates theory interpretations [OS01]. An explicit theory interpretation mechanism is also supported
in PVS [OS01]. What we called parameterized theories is termed as theory as
parameter in PVS [OS01]. They are roughly first-order functors in Mei. Theory
interpretations are used as a parameter passing mechanism as in Mei.
Isabelle. Isabelle [NPW02] is a generic theorem prover which supports userdefined logics. The primitive theory system of Isabelle provides only a theory
importation mechanism, which can be expressed in Mei by the union and extension operations. Although L. Paulson [Pau91] proposed and D. Aspinall [Asp91]
implemented an ML-style module system for Isabelle, it does not seem to be
an official part of the current Isabelle distribution. In addition, Isabelle’s metalogic is a higher-order constructive logic with Π and Σ types in which dependent
records can be modeled. Modules can then be represented as dependent records
[CPT05]. This will resemble the ML-style module systems with the advantage
that modules are first-class citizens. However, no module system based on dependent records is implemented in the current Isabelle distribution.
Isabelle provides two other notions of axiomatic type classes [Wen04] and
locales [Bal04] for modular development of theories. The axiomatic type classes
are quite simple and restricted, which resemble Haskell’s type classes. Locales is
a theory like mechanism encoding theory interpretations. Conceptually, locales
can replace Isabelle theories since they possesses all functionalities of theories.
Locale expressions provide a more flexible way for combining locales than theory
constructions, in particular, locales can be renamed and merged. This is similar
to the theory operations in Mei. However, neither of generic locales or generic
theories, in the sense of functor, are supported in Isabelle.
Modules in Coq. Coq [Tea04] is a theorem prover based on the Curry-Howard
isomorphism. Stating a theorem is writing a well-formed type, and proving this
theorem is finding a term whose type corresponds to the theorem in question.
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Consequently, proof checking is reduced to type checking. Although Coq’s logic
is strong enough to formalize a module system as dependently typed records,
Jacek Chrzkszcz implements a stratified ML-style module system [Chr04] following Leroy’s manifest type approach. The basic module expressions include structure, signature, (high-order) functor, and functor signature. Modules (structures)
group together related concepts, and higher-order modules (functors) provide
module abstraction.
The module system of Coq is similar to Mei Core, except for its support of
translucent types. The major advantage of Mei over Coq’s module system is
the fitting morphism style parameter passing mechanism, which allows modules
defined in different languages to instantiate a functor, as long as the modules
share the same structure with the formal parameter of the functor.

5

Summary

We have presented a module system Mei in the style of the λ-calculus. As a
result, it supports higher-order functors in a natural way.
The notion of view and its coercion semantics are novel. They allow the user
to use a theory interpretation based parameter passing mechanism, while still
keeping the simplicity of the λ-calculus. The coercion part of Mei is orthogonal
to the module type checking and module expression evaluation of Mei Core, i.e.
the module expressions of Mei are coerced to those in Mei Core and then type
checked and evaluated. This separation of concerns enables Mei Core to have a
simple formalization and implementation, which is the beauty of Mei. In addition, we propose and implement an amalgamation union operator with respect
to module types, which solves naming conflicts with reasonable flexibility. Mei
makes very weak assumptions over the underlying MMS, making it applicable
to most MMSs.
We show that this simple system is powerful, in that many modular mechanisms can be simulated in Mei. Although most of the mechanisms of Mei are
used in various module systems, as far as we know Mei is the first module system
in which these mechanisms are fully integrated, via the new idea of coercion.
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Abstract. In this paper we propose an effective procedure for translating a proof term of the Calculus of Inductive Constructions (CIC), which
is very similar to a program written in a prototypal functional programming language, into a tactical expression of the high-level specification
language of a CIC-based proof assistant like coq [1] or matita [2]. As a
use case, we report on our implementation of this procedure in matita
and on the translation of 668 proofs generated by coq 7.3.1 [3]1 , from
their logical representation as CIC proof terms to their high-level representation as tactical expressions of matita’s user interface language.

1

Introduction

Proof assistants are increasingly used to build large-scale digital libraries of
formalised mathematical knowledge. In principle, these libraries should allow
users to benefit from a large set of basic units of knowledge (i.e. definitions,
axioms, proofs, etc.) upon which to build up their own developments. However in
practice, users often face difficulties in adapting existing formalisations to their
needs and start their developments nearly from scratch, leading to duplicate
work and unintegrated contributions.
The major difficulties are due to the fact that different proof assistants are
very likely to use different knowledge representation formats both at the logical
level and at the user interface level.
At the logical level the mathematical notions are expressed in a framework
which usually is a type theory or a set theory, while at the user interface level
these notions are expressed by a set of instructions (commands or tactics) that
drive the proof assistant in the generation of the logical level contents. In some
cases these instructions form a programming language.
⋆
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These proofs belong to a formal development of the author on λ-typed λ-calculus
[4] that was finished when coq 7.3.1 was outdated. Any user-level porting of the
development to a newer version of coq up to 8.1 failed or was unsatisfactory, so the
author did not submit his proofs to coq’s library and, being a member of the matita
development group, decided to migrate to matita implementing the procedure presented in this paper. We stress that the porting was done at the user level because
the work in [4] is still evolving and the proofs need to be maintained accordingly.

Sharing knowledge among different proof assistants at the logical level is usually less difficult since the relationships between various logical frameworks are
known and some techniques that facilitate knowledge reuse have been provided
[5]. But in actual fact this is not always satisfactory because proof assistants
allow to edit an existing piece of knowledge only starting from its user interface
representation, so the adaptation and maintenance of this knowledge can not be
performed at the logical level. Therefore sharing knowledge at the user interface level appears more desirable although much more difficult because in most
cases the instructions used at this level do not have a formal semantics and their
effects heavily depend on the execution context and on implementation details.
Nevertheless there is a good chance that a proof assistant can translate a
knowledge item from its own logical level to its own user level by using its
own interface instructions. So we propose to approach the problem of sharing
knowledge at the user interface level by reducing it to the problem of sharing its
counterpart at the logical level while leaving to each proof assistant the task of
translating this knowledge from one level to the other.
Transforming a knowledge item from the user interface level to the logical
level yields no problems apart from the possible loss of the information about
the item that is not captured by its logical representation. In that event the
logical representation of the item can be annotated [6].
In this paper we consider the opposite transformation in the case of the proof
assistants coq [1] and matita [2] when the knowledge item to be translated is
a proof. This amounts to compiling a proof term of the Calculus of Inductive
Constructions (CIC) [7] in a tactical expression of the user interface language
used by these systems. In Section 2 we will overview CIC proof terms and we
will discuss the tactical expressions we want to use in the transformation. The
transformation itself will be presented in Section 3 and a use case will be outlined
in Section 4. Section 5 contains our concluding remarks.

2

CIC Proof Terms and Tactical Expressions

In this section we introduce the domain and the codomain of our transformation,
i.e. the CIC proof terms and tactical expressions we will use, while providing
some related definitions and results.
Throughout the paper we assume the “Barendregt’s convention” [8], i.e. the
names of the bound variables and of the free variables are disjoint. Also notice
that we will use the symbol ≡ for definitional equality.
2.1

CIC Proof Terms and Related Definitions

CIC [7] is a powerful typed λ-calculus that, through the “propositions as types
and proofs as terms” (PAT) interpretation [8] (i.e. the Curry-Howard isomorphism), serves as logical framework for some proof assistants like coq and
matita. In the following we recall some concepts about CIC just to set the

notation we will use in the paper (therefore this description of CIC is not meant
to be complete). In particular the letters t, u, v, w will denote terms.
Here are some constructions that appear only in the CIC terms used as types:
Definition 1 (some type constructions).
1. (type of a proposition according to the PAT interpretation) Prop;
2. (type of a local declaration of x of type v in t) Πx:v.t.
The terms of CIC representing proofs are those whose type is of type Prop
and they are built using the following constructions:
Definition 2 (proof terms).
1. (reference to a global declaration or definition) c;
this includes a reference to a constructor of an (co)inductive type;
2. (reference to a local declaration or definition) x;
3. (local declaration of x of type w in t) λx:w.t;
4. (local definition of x as v in t) x←v.t;
5. (application of the function t to the arguments v1 · · · vn ) (t v1 · · · vn );
when n = 0 it is convenient to set (t) ≡ t;
6. (explicit cast of the type of t to w) (t : w);
7. (type casted case analysis on v) (v ⇒ t1 · · · tn : w);
v inhabits a (co)inductive type [7] with constructors c1 · · · cn and ti is the
branch taken when v is an instance of ci . Here the term w is the type of the
whole expression.
Local definition by (co)recursion [7] is also available in the calculus but we
do not consider it at the moment since it is rarely found inside proofs.
From now on t[w1 · · · wn /v1 · · · vn ] denotes the sequential replacement of
v1 · · · vn with w1 · · · wn in t, Γ ⊢ t1 ↔ t2 denotes the CIC conversion judgement (i.e. t1 and t2 are convertible according to the reduction rules of CIC
under the premises in Γ , that can be local declarations or definitions of the form
x:u and x←v respectively), and Γ ⊢ t : u denotes the CIC type judgement (i.e.
the type of t is u according to the type rules of CIC under the premises in Γ ).
Notice that we are not using CIC terms with meta-variables (i.e. placeholders).
2.2

Contents and structure of proofs

In general terms a proof has two main aspects: its contents, i.e. what is proved
step by step, and its structure, i.e. how the proof is developed step by step.
Evidently a representation of a proof focused on its structure is less readable
for the human user, but appears to be easier to maintain. In fact adapting or
maintaining a proof usually amounts to changing some aspects of its contents
while trying to preserve its structure. Moreover in the perspective of identifying
the common proof patterns occurring in a set of proofs, which can be useful in
the design of automated proof procedures, we observe that such patterns are

more likely to concern the structure of these proofs rather than their contents.
So we expect that a structure-oriented or procedural representation of the proofs
would make these patterns more evident. On the contrary if focus our attention
on proof readability at the user interface level, a contents-oriented or declarative
representation of the proof is more desirable and effective especially if natural
language rendering is exploited [9–11].
The distinction between the declarative aspect and the procedural aspect of
a proof is captured at the logical level by the distinction between the parts of
the proof term, i.e. the subterms, that denote types and the parts that do not.
2.3

Primitive Tactical Expressions

We recall that in general terms tactical expressions are a way of representing
proofs at the user interface level. They are evaluated by the system in the context
of a conjecture, i.e. the statement to prove (the conclusion) under a list of
premises (local declarations and definitions) and the effect of the evaluation,
i.e. the result of the expression, is the (virtual or real) construction of a proof
for the conjecture. We also recall that the atomic tactical expressions are termed
tactics and represent atomic proof steps at the user interface level.
The specification languages of coq and matita include several classes of tactics each differing in the kind of information the user must provide to the system
in order to perform the corresponding proof step This information appears as
“arguments” (i.e. sub-expressions) inside the tactics themselves.
We can classify the tactics on the basis of their arguments as follows:
Definition 3 (classification of tactics according to their arguments).
1. the procedural arguments are fragments of proof terms not including types;
the procedural tactics are tactics having arguments of this kind;
2. the declarative arguments are types that, according to the PAT interpretation, may correspond to fragments of the statement to prove; the declarative
tactics are tactics having at least one argument of this kind;
3. the locative arguments are pointers to parts of the conjecture (usually to its
premises) used to localise the results of the expressions in which they appear;
the locative tactics are tactics having arguments of this kind;
4. other arguments usually appear in automated tactics, i.e. tactics whose effect
is to build fragments of proofs following some automated decision procedures;
such arguments are used to tune these procedures.
According to what we said in Subsection 2.2, if we represent a proof with
declarative tactics, we obtain a view focused on its contents, while if we use
procedural tactics, we obtain a view focused on its structure. Therefore in the
perspective of adapting and maintaining proofs at the user interface level, we
propose in this paper to limit the use of declarative tactics while pursuing the
use of procedural tactics.
In the following we present the tactical expressions we will use in the transformation we are discussing, explaining their semantics in terms of their result,

so let JΓ ⊢ u, U K be the CIC proof term produced by the evaluation of the expression U in the context of the conjecture Γ ⊢ u, when the evaluation succeeds.
In the notation below we implicitly use the tactical U ; [W1 · · · Wn ] that
denotes the generalised sequential composition of W1 · · · Wn after U .
Definition 4 (primitive tactical expressions).
1. intro as x; [U ] builds a local declaration in front of the proof term resulting
from the evaluation of U ; formally we give the following semantics:
JΓ ⊢ Πx:v.u, intro as x; [U ]K ≡ λx:v.JΓ.x:v ⊢ u, U K;
notice that we can expect the system to perform weak head reduction and
α-conversion on the conclusion of the conjecture if needed;
also notice that intro is a procedural tactic according to our definition because its argument (i.e. x) is part of the constructed proof term;
2. pose v as x; [U ] builds a local definition in front of the proof term resulting
from the evaluation of U ; formally we give the following semantics:
JΓ ⊢ u, pose v as x; [U ]K ≡ x←v.JΓ.x←v ⊢ u, U K;
notice that pose is a procedural tactic according to our definition because its
arguments (i.e. x and v) are parts of the constructed proof term;
3. cut w as x; [U W ] is similar to pose v as x; [U ] but works under some
restrictions; formally: if Γ ⊢ w : Prop then JΓ ⊢ u, cut w as x; [U W ]K ≡
x←JΓ ⊢ w, W K.JΓ.x:w ⊢ u, U K;
notice that cut w as x is a declarative tactic since w is a type;
4. apply t; [W1 · · · Wn ] builds an application in front of the proof terms resulting from the evaluation of W1 · · · Wn ; formally we give the following semantics: if Γ ⊢ t : Πx1 · · · xn :w1 · · · wn .u and v1 ≡ JΓ ⊢ w1 , W1 K and . . . and
vn ≡ JΓ ⊢ wn [v1 · · · vn−1 /x1 · · · xn−1 ], Wn K then
JΓ ⊢ u[v1 · · · vn /x1 · · · xn ], apply t; [W1 · · · Wn ]K ≡ (t v1 · · · vn );
notice that apply t is a procedural tactic according to our definition because
its argument (i.e. t) is part of the constructed proof term; also notice that
in practice the system can infer some of the v1 · · · vn by unification, so the
corresponding expression Wi must not be specified in the list [W1 · · · Wn ]
that follows apply; furthermore the expressions in this list are evaluated
respecting the order so when each Wi is evaluated the terms v1 · · · vi−1 to
place in the conclusion of the corresponding conjecture, i.e. wi , are known;
Finally for n = 0 we obtain the base case of the induction by which we are
defining the tactical expressions: if Γ ⊢ t : u then JΓ ⊢ u, apply tK ≡ t;
Notice that in real implementations Γ ⊢ t : u implies JΓ ⊢ u, apply tK ≡ t
also when u is a function type as an extension of the previous case.
5. cases v; [W1 · · · Wn ] builds a proof by cases on v whose branches result from
the evaluation of W1 · · · Wn ; formally we give the following semantics: if v
belongs to an inductive type with constructors c1 · · · cn and if Γ ⊢ ci : wi , then
JΓ ⊢ u, cases v; [W1 · · · Wn ]K ≡ (v ⇒ JΓ ⊢ w1 , W1 K · · · JΓ ⊢ wn , Wn K : u);
notice that cases is a procedural tactic according to our definition;
6. change u2 ; [U ] changes the conclusion of the conjecture in which U is evaluated; formally if Γ ⊢ u2 ↔ u1 then JΓ ⊢ u1 , change u2 ; [U ]K ≡ JΓ ⊢ u2 , U K;
notice that change is a declarative tactic because its argument u2 is a type;

7. change w2 in x; [U ] changes the type of the local declaration of x in the
premises of the conjecture in which U is evaluated; formally if Γ1 ⊢ w2 ↔ w1
then JΓ1 .x:w1 .Γ2 ⊢ u, change w2 in x; [U ]K ≡ JΓ1 .x:w2 .Γ2 ⊢ u, U K;
this is the locative version of the change tactic.
8. We define U as “well-formed” in the context of Γ ⊢ u if JΓ ⊢ u, U K exists.
Some tactics of the above list are declarative. In coq and matita change
has some procedural counterparts (mainly simplify and unfold) whose results
are not easily predictable, and cut can be replaced by lapply in some cases.
A result on the tactical expressions defined above is easily provable and
explains in exact terms why such expressions represent proofs:
Theorem 1 (soundness).
If U is well formed in Γ ⊢ u then Γ ⊢ JΓ ⊢ u, U K : u.
Proof. By induction on the structure of U using the type rules of CIC [1].
2.4

⊓
⊔

Induction Principles and Related Tactical Expressions

A CIC-based proof assistant allows to define data structures by means of inductive types and provides automatically defined lemmas proving forms of structural
induction on the elements of such types. These lemmas are termed default induction principles. Induction principles have a particular shape, whose description
goes beyond the scope of this paper, and the system provides specialised versions
of the apply tactic as facilities for invoking these principles in proofs.
In particular we want to mention the following tactical expressions:
Definition 5 (tactical expressions related to induction principles).
1. if v is an element of an inductive type w with n constructors and t is an elimination principle over w then elim v using t; [W1 · · · Wn ] has the semantics
of apply t; [· · · W1 · · · Wn · · · apply v]; the extra arguments denoted by · · ·
are inferred by the system;
2. rewrite right v; [W ] and rewrite left v; [W ] are special cases of the
above for two induction principles over the type denoting Leibniz equality;
3. elim v using t in y1 · · · yn as x; [U ] is the locative version of elim and has
the semantics of pose (t · · · y1 · · · yn · · · v) as x; [U ]; this represents structural induction applied in a forward reasoning manner;
4. the locative version of rewrite are also provided:
rewrite right v in y as x; [U ] and rewrite left v in y as x; [U ].
This definition is informal because these tactical expressions are not strictly
necessary since in principle they can be expressed in terms of other expressions).
Nevertheless we decide to use them in our transformation since the user certainly
expects to see them in the resulting description of the proof.
Moreover elim and rewrite, as implemented in matita, may take an argument, representing a CIC term pattern, that is not considered in the above
syntax and that is involved in the construction of the resulting term.

3

From CIC Proof Terms to Tactical Expressions

The purpose of the transformation ǫ we are presenting in this section is to construct a tactical expression whose result is a given proof term. Formally speaking,
given t such that Γ ⊢ t : u we seek ǫ(Γ, t) such that JΓ ⊢ u, ǫ(Γ, t)K = t. The
auxiliary precondition Γ ⊢ u : Prop ensures that t is really a proof term.
The expression ǫ(Γ, t) is computed in two steps: first we preprocess t with a
proof term optimiser returning a term ω1 (Γ, t) such that Γ ⊢ ω1 (Γ, t) ↔ t, then
we seek the tactical expression representing ω1 (Γ, t) using a function π. So in the
end ǫ is π after ω1 . The subsections below illustrate these functions in detail.
3.1

CIC Proof Term Optimisation

Proof terms are optimised to improve the quality of the proofs represented at the
user interface level in the perspective of an easier maintenance of these proofs.
The optimised version of a proof term t, which we denote by ω1 (Γ, t), is
computed by repeatedly applying a number of conversion steps to t until no
application is possible. The optimisation works on every sub-term of t but we
apply it only to proof terms because normally a conversion performed elsewhere
does not improve the the final representation of the proof significantly. Some
conversion steps performed by ω1 appear in [4] as part of a calculus termed λδ.
According to the “direct proof paradigm”, i.e. the simplest proof strategy
coming from standard mathematical practice, the part of a proof carried out by
forward reasoning should precede the part of that proof carried out by backward
reasoning. At the logical level this means that abbreviations (i.e. local definitions) should precede applications in the proof term (recall that the application
of a lemma v in a backward reasoning manner is represented by the construction (v · · ·) while the same lemma applied in a forward reasoning manner is
represented as x←(v · · ·).t). Since in our experience exploiting this paradigm
contributes to clarify the structure of the final proof, our optimisation procedure takes care of moving the abbreviations towards the top part of the proof
term whenever possible while leaving the applications in the bottom part.
The sub-terms that are certainly shown as procedural arguments after the
transformation π are the head of applications (appearing in apply expressions),
the first argument of proofs by cases (appearing in cases expressions) and the
last argument of the applications of an inductive principle (appearing in elim
expressions or the like). In principle these sub-terms can be very complex and
verbose so we choose to abbreviate them when they are not atomic (i.e. we
perform an anticipation of these sub-terms by ζ-expansion [1]).
If t expects m formal parameters then apply t; [W1 · · · Wn ] can be well
formed only if n ≤ m. This means that an application of t represented using
apply t is better handled if the number of its arguments is less or equal to m.
In this paper an application with this property will be termed sober. To ensure
that all applications are sober, ω1 exploits anticipation by ζ-expansion [1].
Formally ω1 (Γ, t) is defined by iterating the following rules until a fixed point
is reached. The main properties of ω1 are listed below.

Definition 6 (the rules for ω1 ).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

15.
16.

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

22.

if t is not of sort Prop in Γ then ω1 (Γ, t) ≡ t; else
ω1 (Γ, c) ≡ c;
ω1 (Γ, x) ≡ x;
if ω1 (Γ.x←v, t1 ) = t2 and x does not occur in t2 then ω1 (Γ, x←v.t1 ) ≡ t2
(ζ-contraction of [4]); else
if v1 is of sort Prop and ω1 (Γ, v1 ) = y←v.v2 then
ω1 (Γ, x←v1 .t) ≡ y←v.ω1 (Γ, x←v2 .t); else
if ω1 (Γ, v) = (v0 · · · v1 · · · vi−1 vi vi+1 · · · vn · · ·) where v0 is an inductive
principle and v1 · · · vn are the proofs of the inductive cases, if vi is not a local
reference and if y is fresh in Γ then
ω1 (Γ, x←v.t) ≡ ω1 (Γ, x←y←vi .(v0 · · · v1 · · · vi−1 y vi+1 · · · vn · · ·).t)
(ζ-expansion of [1] or δζ-expansion of [4]); else
ω1 (Γ, x←v.t) ≡ x←ω1 (Γ, v).ω1 (Γ.x←v, t);
if ω1 (Γ.x:w, t1 ) = y←v.t2 and x does not occur in v then
ω1 (Γ, λx:w.t1 ) ≡ y←v.ω1 (Γ, λx:w.t2 ); else
ω1 (Γ, λx:w.t) ≡ λx:ω1 (Γ, w).ω1 (Γ.x:w, t);
if ω1 (Γ, t1 ) = x←v.t2 then
ω1 (Γ, (t1 v1 · · · vn )) ≡ x←v.ω1 (Γ, (t2 v1 · · · vn )) (υ-swap of [4]); else
if ω1 (Γ, t1 ) = λx:w.t2 and t2 contains at most one free occurrence of x then
ω1 (Γ, (t1 v v1 · · · vn )) ≡ ω1 (Γ, (t2 [v/x] v1 · · · vn )) (β-contraction of [1]); else
if ω1 (Γ, t1 ) = λx:w.t2 then
ω1 (Γ, (t1 v v1 · · · vn )) ≡ ω1 (Γ, (x←v.t2 v1 · · · vn )) (β-contraction of [4]); else
′
if ω1 (Γ, t1 ) = (t2 v1′ · · · vm
) then
′
v1 · · · vn )); else
ω1 (Γ, (t1 v1 · · · vn )) ≡ ω1 (Γ, (t2 v1′ · · · vm
if ω1 (Γ, t1 ) = t2 and Γ ⊢ t2 : Πx1 · · · xm :w1 · · · wm .u where u is not a
function type and m > 0, if x is fresh in Γ and n > 0, then
′
′
).(x v1 · · · vn ))
v1 · · · vn )) ≡ ω1 (Γ, x←(t1 v1′ · · · vm
ω1 (Γ, (t1 v1′ · · · vm
(ζ-expansion of [1] or δζ-expansion of [4]); else
if ω1 (Γ, vi ) = x←v.vi′ and vi is of sort Prop in Γ then
ω1 (Γ, (t v1 · · · vn )) ≡ x←v.ω1 (Γ, (t v1 · · · vi−1 vi′ vi+1 · · · vn )); else
if ω1 (Γ, t1 ) = t2 and Γ ⊢ t2 : Πx1 · · · xm :w1 · · · wn .u where u is not a function type and n > 0, if t2 is an induction principle and vn is not atomic and
x is fresh in Γ then ω1 (Γ, (t1 v1 · · · vn )) ≡ ω1 (Γ, x←vn .(t1 v1 · · · vn−1 x))
(ζ-expansion of [1] or δζ-expansion of [4]); else
ω1 (Γ, (t v1 · · · vn )) ≡ (ω1 (Γ, t) ω1 (Γ, v1 ) · · · ω1 (Γ, vn ));
ω1 (Γ, (t : v)) ≡ ω1 (Γ, t) (ǫ-contraction of [4]);
if ω1 (Γ, t1 ) = x←v.t2 with t1 of sort Prop in Γ then
ω1 (Γ, (t1 ⇒ v1 · · · vn : w)) ≡ x←v.ω1 (Γ, (t2 ⇒ v1 · · · vn : w))
′
) then
if ω1 (Γ, t1 ) = (ci v1′ · · · vm
′
)) (ι-contraction of [1]); else
ω1 (Γ, (t1 ⇒ v1 · · · vn : w)) ≡ ω1 (Γ, (vi v1′ · · · vm
if ω1 (Γ, t1 ) = t2 and t2 is not atomic and x is fresh in Γ , then
ω1 (Γ, (t1 ⇒ v1 · · · vn : w)) ≡ x←t2 .ω1 (Γ, (x ⇒ v1 · · · vn : w))
(ζ-expansion of [1] or δζ-expansion of [4]); else
if ω1 (Γ, vi ) = x←v.vi′ and vi is of sort Prop in Γ then
ω1 (Γ, (t ⇒ v1 · · · vn : w)) ≡ x←v.ω1 (Γ, (t ⇒ v1 · · · vi−1 vi′ vi+1 · · · vn : w));

23. ω1 (Γ, (t ⇒ v1 · · · vn : w)) ≡ (ω1 (Γ, t) ⇒ ω1 (Γ, v1 ) · · · ω1 (Γ, vn ) : ω1 (Γ, w)).
Coming now to the issue of proving some properties of the function ω1 , we
observe that any fully developed proof by induction on twenty-three cases can
not be placed in the present paper, so the following proofs will be only sketched.
In particular we conjecture that the computation of ω1 (Γ, t) always terminates and that its complexity can be exponential in the size of the term t.
Theorem 2 (fixed point).
1. (fixed point) ω1 after ω1 is ω1 ;
2. (compatibility) if Γ ⊢ t : u then Γ ⊢ ω1 (Γ, t) : u and Γ ⊢ ω1 (Γ, t) ↔ t.
Proof.
1. ω1 (Γ, t) is defined as a fixed point;
2. ω1 performs conversion steps that are known to preserve the type [7].
3.2

⊓
⊔

Representation of Optimised CIC Proof Terms

Here we present the function π that produces a tactical expression U starting
from a CIC term t typable in a context Γ . If t is optimised in the sense of
Subsection 3.1, we guarantee that U can be evaluated and that its result is t.
The expression U includes two sorts of proof steps: the construction steps
corresponding to the constructors of t and the conversion steps that we detect by
comparing the inferred type and the expected type of the subterms of t according
to Coscoy’s double type-inference [11]. Notice that the inferred type of a term v
is always defined while the expected type of v is defined only in some cases, so
when it is not defined, we set it as the inferred type of v for convenience.
The most delicate aspect of the design of π is the translation of an application
t′ ≡ (t v1 · · · vn ) into an effective invocation of the apply t tactic. In particular
we have to make sure that the conclusion u of the conjecture in the context
of which this tactic is evaluated, can be unified with the inferred type of t′ .
Since the amount of conversion performed during unification depends on the
particular system and is unpredictable in practice, we choose to assume that
apply performs no conversion when unification is invoked, and we convert u by
hand by an explicit invocation of the change tactic. Being u the expected type
of t′ [11], this conversion is needed only when the expected type of t′ differs from
the inferred type of t′ (this can happen if t′ is an argument of an application).
A similar problem arises when we detect a difference between the inferred
type and the expected type of the argument, say v, of a construction that we
want to render with a cases v or an elim v using · · ·, since evaluating such a
tactic requires computing the inferred type of v. In this case v is a reference to a
local premise x (after optimisation) so we invoke change . . . in x. In the other
cases the explicit conversion can be safely omitted.
The rules defining the function π are given below with the rules of two auxiliary functions γ1 and γ2 used to handle conversion. Notice that we make no
assumptions on how the inferred and expected types of a term are computed.

Definition 7 (the rules for γ1 ).
1. if the inferred type u of t differs from the expected type of t then γ1 (Γ, t, U ) ≡
change u; [U ]; else
2. γ1 (Γ, t, U ) ≡ U .
Definition 8 (the rules for γ2 ).
1. if Γ ≡ Γ1 .x:w.Γ2 and if w is not the inferred type of x then
γ2 (Γ, x, U ) ≡ change w in x; [U ]; else
2. γ2 (Γ, t, U ) ≡ U .
Definition 9 (the rules for π).
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

if t is not of sort Prop then π(Γ, t) ≡ γ1 (Γ, t, apply t); else
if t ≡ c or t ≡ x then π(Γ, t) ≡ γ1 (Γ, t, apply t);
π(Γ, λx:w.t) ≡ intro as x; [π(Γ.x:w, t)];
if v ′ ≡ (t′ · · · y1 · · · yn · · · v) where t′ is an induction principle and y1 · · · yn
are the proofs of the inductive cases, if Γ ⊢ v ′ : w′ and Γ ⊢ w′ : Prop then
π(Γ, x←v ′ .t) ≡ γ2 (Γ, v, γ2 (Γ, y1 , · · · γ2 (Γ, yn , U ) · · ·))
for U ≡ elim v using t′ in y1 · · · yn as x; [π(Γ.x:w′ , t)]
when Γ.x←v ′ ⊢ t : t′ and x does not occur in t′ ; else
if v ′ ≡ (t′ · · · y1 · · · yn · · · v) where t′ is an induction principle and y1 · · · yn
are the proofs of the inductive cases then
π(Γ, x←v ′ .t) ≡ γ2 (Γ, v, γ2 (Γ, y1 , · · · γ2 (Γ, yn , U ) · · ·))
for U ≡ elim v using t′ in y1 · · · yn as x; [π(Γ.x←v ′ , t)]; else
If Γ ⊢ v : w and Γ ⊢ w : Prop and Γ.x←v ⊢ t : t′ and x does not occur in t′ ,
then π(Γ, x←v.t) ≡ cut w as x; [π(Γ.x:w, t) π(Γ, v)]; else
π(Γ, x←v.t) ≡ pose v as x; [π(Γ.x←v, t)];
if t′ ≡ (t · · · v1 · · · vn · · · v) where t is an induction principle and v1 · · · vn
are the proofs of the inductive cases then
π(Γ, t′ ) ≡ γ2 (Γ, v, γ1 (Γ, t′ , elim v using t; [π(Γ, v1 ) · · · π(Γ, vn )])); else
if t′ ≡ (t v1 · · · vn ) then π(Γ, t′ ) ≡ γ1 (Γ, t′ , apply t; [π(Γ, v1 ) · · · π(Γ, vn )]);
if t ≡ (v ⇒ t1 · · · tn : w) then π(Γ, t) ≡ γ2 (Γ, v, γ1 (Γ, t, U ));
for U ≡ cases v; [π(Γ, v1 ) · · · π(Γ, vn )];
π(Γ, (t : w)) ≡ π(Γ, t);
rewrite tactics are used in place of elim tactics when possible.
We can set the following results about the transformation π:

Theorem 3 (correctness).
1. (correctness) if Γ ⊢ t : u then JΓ ⊢ u, ǫ(Γ, t)K = ω1 (Γ, t);
2. (round trip) if Γ ⊢ t : u and if U ≡ ǫ(Γ, t) then ǫ(Γ, JΓ ⊢ u, U K) = U .
Proof.
1. Once the statement is rephrased like Γ ⊢ t : u and t′ ≡ ω1 (Γ, t) implies
JΓ ⊢ u, π(Γ, t′ )K = t′ , given that t′ is optimised and that γ1 and γ2 do not
affect the result of the expression they are applied to, the proof becomes
straightforward;
2. unfolding t′ , clause 1 gives JΓ ⊢ u, ǫ(Γ, t)K = ω1 (Γ, t) that, by Theorem 2.1,
implies ω1 (Γ, JΓ ⊢ u, ǫ(Γ, t)K) = ω1 (Γ, t) by which we can conclude
ǫ(Γ, JΓ ⊢ u, ǫ(Γ, t)K) = ǫ(Γ, t) meaning that ǫ after J K after ǫ is ǫ.
⊓
⊔

4

Implementation and Testing in a Real Case

In this section we discuss our own implementation of the transformation ǫ (see
Section 3) in the proof assistant matita and the tests we used to verify it.
4.1

Implementation Issues

The current version of the proof assistant matita provides our transformation
ǫ as an experimental feature whose implementation is still under development.
Given the uniform resource identifier (URI) of a theorem in the Hypertextual
Electronic Library of Mathematics (HELM) [12], that is the digital library of
matita, the tactical expression representing its proof is computed as follows:
Definition 10 (ǫ transformation pipeline).
1. the proof is read from the library obtaining its representation at the logical
level as a plain CIC proof term t0 , i.e. the initial version of the proof;
2. the transformation ω1 (see Subsection 3.1) is applied to t0 giving a plain CIC
proof term t1 , i.e. the optimised version of t0 ;
3. t1 is type-checked and every sub-term is annotated with its inferred and expected types according to Coscoy’s double type-inference algorithm [11]; this
returns an annotated CIC proof term t2 ;
4. the transformation π (see Subsection 3.2) is applied to t2 giving a tactical
expression T3 represented in an ad hoc intermediate format designed by us;
5. T3 is encoded into a tactical expression T4 of Grafite, the knowledge representation language of matita at the user interface level; this format contains
many details that are omitted in our intermediate format;
6. T4 , the final representation of the proof, is processed by the Grafite pretty
printer and rendered as a script that the user can store or modify at will.
We stress that the segmentation of the above pipeline decouples its transformation stages from its type checking and rendering stages allowing a factorised
implementation of the whole procedure.
Currently Definition 6.6 and Definition 6.8 are not implemented while Definition 6.11 is implemented only in the case of t2 containing no free occurrences
of x; Definition 6.12 is used otherwise. Furthermore Definition 9.4 and Definition 9.5 are implemented only in the case rewrite tactics can be used, since
matita does not implement the tactic elim · · · in · · · at the moment. In addition, the current implementation of rewrite · · · v in y as x in this system does
not follow the semantics of Definition 5.3 when y refers to a local definition.
Taking this argument into account would force us to discuss the structure of
inductive principles and this is not in the scope of the present paper.
Concerning Definition 9.3, we exploit a generalisation of intro as x; [U ]
provided by matita in the form intro as x1 · · · xn ; [U ] with the semantics
of a repeated intro before U . Concerning Definition 9.6 we use a variant of
cut w as x; [U W ] provided by matita in the form cut w as x; [id W ]; [U ]

because we want to present W before U in the resulting proof. This approach
forces us to introduce the id (identity) tactic having the meaning of a placeholder for a postponed expression. Formally: JΓ ⊢ u, id; [U ]K ≡ JΓ ⊢ u, U K and
JΓ ⊢ u, T ; [U1 · · · Ui id U1′ · · · Uj′ ]; [U ]K ≡ JΓ ⊢ u, T ; [U1 · · · Ui U U1′ · · · Uj′ ]K.
Finally, concerning Definition 9.9, we said in Subsection 2.3 that the system
can infer some terms among v1 · · · vn by unification, but it is a matter of facts
that higher order unification may fail in some cases.
To solve this inconvenient we take advantage of the possibility offered by
matita to indicate the unifiers used by the apply tactic. In particular we detect
the inferable functional terms among v1 · · · vn and we specify them as explicit
unifiers in the apply tactical expression. Notice that although these terms appear
as procedural arguments in this expression, we judge that anticipating them by
ζ-expansion brings no benefit to the resulting proof.
Each proof by cases can be turned into a proof by induction carried out by
applying a system-provided theorem denoting a default induction principle.
We may extend ω1 with this transformation step for two reasons: firstly we
may want to reuse the optimised proof term in those logical frameworks that
support proofs by induction in place of proofs by cases, as the Minimal Type
Theory [13]; secondly the set of constructions appearing in the optimised proof
term is reduced. We strongly stress that this transformation is not a conversion
according to CIC rules, so a term may not be well typed after this extended
optimisation. Nevertheless it is well typed in the great majority of the real cases.
Definition 11 (critical optimisation steps).
1. if Γ ⊢ v : w and c is the default induction principle of w for the sort Prop
then ω1 (Γ, (v ⇒ t1 · · · tn : w)) ≡ ω1 (Γ, (c · · · v)).
4.2

Testing Issues

We tested our implementation of the transformation ǫ on the 668 proofs of [4].
These proofs, originally appearing as tactical expressions of the Gallina specification language version 7 [3, 14], were processed by the proof assistant coq, which
turned them into CIC proof terms. These terms where processed by the proof assistant matita, which turned them into objects of HELM and they are available
in this form inside the HELM directories cic:/matita/LAMBDA-TYPES/Base-1
and cic:/matita/LAMBDA-TYPES/LambdaDelta-1. The transformation ǫ was
applied at this stage.
Three proofs of these were actually generated by coq without evaluating a
tactical expression2 and make the development self-contained.
Figure 1 shows the frequency of the optimisations performed by ω1 . Definition 6.18 is never applied because the proofs do not contain any type cast
construction. All proofs successfully type-check after optimisation.
Sixteen proofs do not reach stage 4 of Definition 10 because of problems in
the current implementation of Coscoy’s algorithm in matita.
2

These proofs were produced by the generate inversion directive of coq 7.3.1 [3]

Optimisation
Definition 6.4
Definition 6.5
Definition 6.10
Definition 6.12
Definition 6.13
Definition 6.14
Definition 6.15
Definition 6.16
Definition 11.1
Any of the above

Action
information removal
definition lifting
definition lifting
information removal
nested application
anticipation
definition lifting
anticipation
critical step

Applied
250 times
429 times
2360 times
227 times
494 times
645 times
3781 times
2163 times
254 times
10603 times

Fig. 1. Frequency of the optimisations

Fourteen tactical expressions resulting from the transformation π applied to
the remaining proofs, are not evaluated correctly by matita because of problems
in the current implementation of the elim tactic.
We stress that the generated proofs should always be checked by matita especially if critical optimisation steps are allowed as in the case we are discussing.
Source (content)
Initial coq input (668 proofs − 3)
Output of coq (668 CIC proof terms)
Initial matita input (668 CIC proof terms)
Output of π (668 proofs − 16)

Scripts size (type)
0.4 Mbytes (Gallina)
2.8 Mbytes (Gallina)
4.1 Mbytes (Grafite)
2.1 Mbytes (Grafite)

Tactics
9879

51289

Fig. 2. Volume of the data

Figure 2 shows the volume of the data (in scripts size and complexity) involved in the whole transformation from initial coq input to final π output.
Notice that the scripts are self-contained so they include the definitions not
found in coq’s library. This additional content is considered in the calculation of
size, but it is not considered in the calculation of complexity. Commented texts
and unnecessary black characters are not considered in the computation of sizes.
Notice that the initial Gallina scripts are smaller than the final Grafite scripts
both in size and in amount of tactics. This is because in the initial scripts we
highly exploit automation tactics and code factorisation through macro tactics
written in the ltac language, while in the final scripts we use just primitive
tactics without factorisation. In particular the scripts size increases by a factor
5.3 while the number of tactics, removing from the final scripts the id tactics that
we could avoid and the other tactics of the 3 generated proofs (4912 all together),
increases by a factor 4.7. We stress that these values are comparable with other
values of the “de Bruijn loss factor” [15] found in the literature [16, 17]. This
factor represents the increment in complexity occurring when the information
hidden by automation and abstraction is fully displayed. The two factors we

give here can be considered the “apparent loss factor” and the “intrinsic loss
factor” in the sense of [17]. Remarkably the difference of size between the final
coq output and the initial matita input (increment factor: 1.5) is entirely due
to the greater verbosity of Grafite with respect to Gallina, since all data use the
same concrete representation format. i.e. the ASCII-7 encoding.
It would be interesting to compare the evaluation times of the two sets of
scripts once provided to the respective proof assistants (running in the same
conditions) and to see if many primitive tactics are evaluated faster or slower
than few high-level tactics producing the same proof terms. Unfortunately we
can not perform tests like this one at the moment because coq 7.3.1 and matita
can not parse their own outputs in full at the moment.
4.3

A Running Example

In this section we present the result of the transformation ǫ applied to one of
the 668 proofs mentioned in Subsection 4.2. Namely we consider the statement:
theorem le x pred y : ∀(y : nat).(∀(x : nat).((lt x y) → (le x (pred y))))
that formalises the property of the natural numbers: “x < y implies x ≤ y−1”. Its
HELM URI is cic:/matita/LAMBDA-TYPES/Base-1/ext/arith/le x pred y.con
and the constants occurring in it, i.e. nat, lt, le, pred, refer to entities defined
in the standard library of coq as included in HELM.
Figure 3 shows the initial proof term of the statement as produced by coq
and translated faithfully in Grafite. Notice the placeholder ?, added during the
translation process, for a term that matita can infer.
The optimised version of the proof term is shown in Figure 4 and results from
the application of the transformations described by Definition 6.10 (twice), Definition 6.13, Definition 6.14 and Definition 11.1. In particular by Definition 6.10
the construction ((let H2 ≡ . . . in (F alse ind . . . H2)) H0) becomes
let H2 ≡ . . . in ((F alse ind . . . H2) H0), then the nested application is detected and we get let H2 ≡ . . . in (F alse ind . . . H2 H0) by Definition 6.13,
then the non-sober application is detected and by Definition 6.14 we get
let H2 ≡ . . . in ((let LOCAL ≡ (F alse ind . . . H2) in LOCAL) H0), which,
by the second application of Definition 6.10, becomes
let H2 ≡ . . . in let LOCAL ≡ (F alse ind . . . H2) in (LOCAL H0). Secondly
by Definition 11.1 the construction match H in le . . . (proof by cases) becomes
(le ind . . . H) (corresponding proof by induction carried out by the application
of a default induction principle). The other match constructions are not affected
by this transformations because they do not represent proofs.
Figure 5 shows the Grafite proof script derived from the optimised version of
the proof term. Notice that the tactics change and elim take a locative argument
that denotes a conjecture pattern. This pattern contains the placeholders % and
? representing the terms (or subterms) on which these tactics must act and
the other terms (or subterms) respectively. Look at [2] Section 3.2 for details.
Also notice that the intros tactic can take an _ in place of a premise name

to mean that the introduced premise will not be used to complete the proof
and is to be removed from the current conjecture context. More generally the
author is working on an improved version of π that exploits the clear tactic to
remove a premise from the current conjecture context as soon as the proof can
be completed without it.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

In the previous sections we proposed an effective procedure for translating a proof
term of the Calculus of Inductive Constructions (CIC), which is very similar to
a program written in a prototypal functional programming language, into a
tactical expression of a CIC-based proof assistant’s user interface language.
This procedure allows to convert a proof encoded at the logical level and
coming from any source, i.e. from a digital library or from another proof development system, into an equivalent proof presented in the proof assistant’s
editable high-level format. In particular we can improve the quality of userprovided proof scripts by regenerating them from their logical level content. In
fact the scripts generated by the transformation we presented are clean (i.e. they
contain no detours or unused information), they are specifically designed to be
easily maintained and in the end they may contain many useful optimisations
that perhaps the user would not introduce systematically in hand-written proof
scripts, especially in the context of a large-scale formal development.
As a use case, we reported on our implementation of the procedure in the
system matita [2] and on the translation of 668 proofs generated by the system
coq 7.3.1 [3], from their logical representation as CIC proof terms to their highlevel representation as tactical expressions of matita’s user interface language.
We noticed that the comparison between the initial coq scripts producing
the proofs and the final matita scripts resulting from the conversion, gives an
increment factor in size and complexity that is compatible with other values of
the “de Bruijn loss factor” [15] found in the literature. This increment occurs because the initial scripts are based on sophisticated tactics providing automation
and code factorisation, whereas the final scripts are based on primitive tactics.
Our next objective is to improve the conversion procedure so that the increment factor is reduced as much as possible. In order to achieve this goal,
the current output of our procedure needs further processing (before stage 5
of Definition 10) aimed at replacing groups of primitive tactics with advanced
tactics having the same semantics. This means that advanced tactics with a formal semantics must be provided. We are also interested in limiting the use of
declarative tactics in Definition 9 favouring their procedural counterparts.
Notice that the measure of complexity we used for the scripts is the number
of tactics they contain. This measure does not take into account the complexity
of the CIC terms appearing in the scripts as tactical arguments. We can estimate such complexity by counting the number of nodes occurring in the tree
representation of these terms. So we plan to improve the accuracy of our tests
by including this measure as well.
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λ(y : nat).(nat ind (λ(n : nat).(∀(x : nat).((lt x n) → (le x (pred n))))) (λ(x :
nat).(λ(H : lt x O)).let H0 ≡ (match H in le return (λ(n : nat).(λ( : (le ? n)).
((eq nat n O) → (le x O)))) with [le n ⇒ (λ(H0 : (eq nat (S x) O)).let H1 ≡
(eq ind nat (S x) (λ(e : nat).(match e in nat return (λ( : nat).P rop) with [O ⇒
F alse | (S ) ⇒ T rue])) I O H0) in (F alse ind (le x O) H1)) | (le S m H0) ⇒ (λ(H1 :
(eq nat (S m) O)).((let H2 ≡ (eq ind nat (S m) (λ(e : nat).(match e in nat return (λ( :
nat).P rop) with [O ⇒ F alse | (S ) ⇒ T rue])) I O H1) in (False ind ((le (S x) m) →
(le x O)) H2)) H0))]) in (H0 (ref l equal nat O))) (λ(n : nat).(λ( : ((∀(x : nat).
((lt x n) → (le x (pred n)))))).(λ(x : nat).(λ(H0 : (lt x (S n))).(le S n x n H0))))) y)
Fig. 3. The initial proof term
λ(y : nat).(nati nd (λ(n : nat).(∀(x : nat).((lt x n) → (le x (pred n))))) (λ(x :
nat).(λ(H : (lt x O)).let H0 ≡ (le ind (S x) (λ(n : nat).((eq nat n O) →
(le x O))) (λ(H0 : (eq nat (S x) O)).let H1 ≡ (eq ind nat (Sx) (λ(e : nat).match e
return (λ : nat.P rop) with [O ⇒ F alse | (S( : nat)) ⇒ T rue]) I O H0) in (F alse ind
(le x O) H1)) (λ(m : nat).(λ(H0 : (le (S x) m)).(λ( : ((eq nat m O) →
(le x O))).(λ(H1 : (eq nat (S m) O)).let H2 ≡ (eq ind nat (Sm) (λe : nat.match e
return (λ : nat.P rop) with [O ⇒ F alse | (S( : nat)) ⇒ T rue]) I O H1) in
let LOCAL ≡ (False ind ((le (S x) m) → (le x O)) H2) in (LOCAL H0))))) O H)
in (H0 (ref l equal nat O)))) (λ(n : nat).(λ( : (∀(x : nat).((lt x n) →
(le x (pred n))))).(λ(x : nat).(λ(H0 : (lt x (S n))).(le S n x n H0))))) y)
Fig. 4. The intermediate optimised proof term
theorem le_x_pred_y:
(\forall y:nat.\forall x:nat.x<y -> x<=pred y).
intros 1 (y);
elim y using nat_ind in |- ((? -> ? ? % -> ? ? (? %))) names 0; [
intros 2 (x H); change in |- (%) with (x<=O);
cut (O=O -> x<=O) as H0; [ id | change in H:(%) with (S x<=O);
elim H using le_ind in |- ((? ? % ? -> ?)) names 0; [
intros 1 (H0); cut match O in nat return \lambda _:nat.Prop with
[O -> False|S (_:nat) -> True] as H1; [ id |
rewrite < H0 in |- (%); change in |- (%) with True; apply I];
change in H1:(%) with False;
elim H1 using False_ind in |- (?) names 0 | intros 4 (m H0 _ H1);
cut match O in nat return \lambda _:nat.Prop with
[O -> False|S (_:nat) -> True] as H2; [ id |
rewrite < H1 in |- (%); change in |- (%) with True; apply I];
cut (S x<=m -> x<=O) as LOCAL; [ id | change in H2:(%) with False;
elim H2 using False_ind in |- (?) names 0];
apply LOCAL; apply H0]]; apply H0; apply refl_equal |
intros 4 (n _ x H0); change in |- (%) with (x<=n);
apply le_S_n; change in |- (%) with (x<S n); apply H0];
qed.
Fig. 5. The final proof script
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Abstract. We report on some recent experiments with SML embedded
into the Isabelle/Isar theory and proof language, such that the program
text may again refer to formal logical entities via antiquotations. The
meaning of our antiquotations within SML text observes the different
logical environments at compile time, link time (of theory interpretations), and runtime (within proof procedures). As a general design principle we neither touch the logical foundations of Isabelle, nor the SML
language implementation. Thus we achieve a modular composition of
the programming language and the logic within the Isabelle/Isar framework. Our work should be understood as a continuation and elaboration
of the original “LCF system approach”, which has introduced ML as a
programming language for theorem proving in the first place.

1

Introduction

An interesting observation about LCF like theorem provers is the presence of
several layers of languages: the implementation language, the meta-language
(ML) and the object language (logic). In contrast to the original LCF system
[9, 10], the implementation language coincides with ML in most present LCFstyle provers. The meta-language of LCF [9] already allowed to “quote” (i.e.
refer to) logical entities, which is a very natural requirement on ML. Curiously,
all subsequent attempts realized this embedding in the very same manner: they
quote the logic inside ML. In this concern, Isabelle made no exception until
the advent of Isar [19], which replaced ML as a primary input language and
provided a quotation mechanism for SML within this new environment. This
reversed embedding of languages turns out to be very important, since it allows
to interpret SML code relative to a logical context. In general the dependence on
a logical environment can be observed at compile time, link time (e.g. of theory
interpretations), or runtime (within proof procedures).
This paper presents recent experiments in elaborating SML quotations within
Isar, with support for antiquotations that refer to logical entities and system
values. So far, antiquotations in Isabelle/Isar have appeared only in preparing
LATEX documents from formal theories, see [14, §4]. An example document is the
one you are reading now.
?
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An important design principle we follow is to leave both the logical foundations of Isabelle and the SML language implementation (parser, compiler and
runtime system) intact. This separation of concerns economizes the implementation of the overall system architecture. It also means that these ideas can in
principle be transferred to other programming languages and other logic implementations, by reproducing parts of the integrative Isabelle/Isar infrastructure.
Overview. In §2 we survey some prominent variations on the LCF system architecture; despite its historical flavor, this section is important to highlight some
decisive design issues in Isar and the quotation mechanism. In §3 we present the
embedding of SML into Isar. In §4 we review some selected antiquotations. §5
shows a further example.

2

Variations on the LCF system architecture

We briefly review the main characteristics of the LCF system family, with special
focus on programming support for conducting logical developments.

2.1

Original LCF

The idea of coupling a full functional programming language with a theorem
prover was pioneered by the LCF prover [9, 10]. The original system consists
of three language layers: LISP, ML (the “meta-language”), and the logic (the
“object-language”). LISP serves as implementation platform for basic functionality of symbolic logic (primitive operations on types and terms) and to implement an ML interpreter. When the latter has been bootstrapped, further
development of LCF uses the strongly-typed environment of ML, operating on
concrete datatypes of types and terms, and an abstract datatype of theorems. By
restricting theorem operations to a predefined interface of primitive inferences,
further derivations are guaranteed to be “correct-by-construction” thanks to the
ML type discipline.
The logic of LCF (“Logic of Computable Functions”) describes computational entities, but this does not mean that concrete programs may be run within
the logical system. There is a difference in modeling computation abstractly and
executing concrete programs. This is where ML takes its part as LCF system
programming language, providing access to the logic implementation.
In an LCF-style system, a theorem is an abstract value of type thm, and a
derived rule is a function that transforms proven theorems into proven theorems,
such as thm → thm (unary rules), thm → thm → thm (binary rules) or term
→ thm → thm (parameterized rules). For example, the rule modus-ponens: thm
→ thm → thm maps A −→ B and A to B. In LCF, the user is granted full
access to the ML programming environment (to implement proof tools, derived
specification mechanisms etc.) without affecting soundness. In fact, from the ML
level upwards, developers and end-users are treated as equal.
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Early on [9], the meta-language of LCF has also supported a quotation mechanism for embedding terms and formulas into programs conveniently, by using
concrete syntax of the logical environment. For example, the rule for specializing
a universal quantifier could be an ML function forall-spec: term → thm → thm
that maps a term t and a theorem ∀ x . P x to a theorem P t. Then the particular
instance of a + b for x is written in ML with embedded terms as forall-spec pa
+ bq my-thm. Note that only concrete syntactic entities are quoted directly here,
while theorems remain abstract ML entities without external representation.
2.2

Modifications introduced by HOL, Coq, and Isabelle

The LCF approach has spun off a family of successors, with various modifications and further elaboration of the original system architecture. Today, the main
representatives of this ongoing process are the HOL familiy [11] (represented by
HOL Light, HOL4, and ProofPower), Coq [17, 1], and the Isabelle/Isar framework [21, 20] with Isabelle/HOL [14] as its main application. We shall look into
particular aspects of the Isabelle/Isar system architecture in more detail later
(§3.1). Here we briefly review some general modifications of the original LCF
approach introduced by either of these systems.
ML as implementation language. The original design of the LCF “metalanguage” has proven quite successful as general-purpose programming language,
thanks to its selection of innovative concepts (algebraic datatypes, higher-order
values, let-polymorphism etc.). Independent implementations of ML as a standalone programming language have appeared early on, eventually replacing the
original interpreter within LISP. Subsequent generations of LCF-style provers
have been implemented directly on top of such ML implementations, notably
Coq (OCaml), HOL4 (first SML/NJ then Moscow ML), HOL Light (first Camllight then OCaml), and Isabelle (mainly Poly/ML and SML/NJ).
Even though the meta-language now coincides with the implementation platform, its role as system extension language is still maintained, although in different degrees. Today, the HOL family and Isabelle still adhere to the strict
“correctness-by-construction” paradigm in implementing the logical kernel around
an abstract type thm, although the version of HOL Light is much smaller than
that of Isabelle, for example. In Coq, the kernel is even harder to delimit, and the
notion of primitive inferences via an abstract type has been superseded by explicitly stored proof terms that can in principle be checked separately by a small
trusted component (cf. the “de Bruijn principle”). Since explicitly stored proof
terms can pose resource problems, Coq also provides means to reduce proof
terms, notably those stemming from internal computation (cf. the “Poincaré
principle”).
Simplified user command languages. The full programmability of the system by ML has proven both successful and inaccessible to most users. LCF
3

“system programming” is often perceived as an arcane discipline exercised by
a few initiates. Today, regular end-users rarely need to build their own tools
before commencing the actual work in producing definitions and proofs. Simplified tactic languages have been implemented on top of the ML kernel of the
prover, usually with separate concrete syntax and a separate read-eval-print loop
replacing the one of ML.
The systems of the HOL family provide numerous ready-to-use tactics and
definitional mechanisms, but only as ML library functions without concrete syntax. In contrast, Coq has provided its own toplevel early on, with specific support for a “mathematical vernacular” (for specifications) and a simple language
of tactics (for proof scripts). This restricted language of tactic combinators was
later replaced by the more elaborate Ltac [7], which has been carefully designed
as an intermediate between full programmability and dumb tactic application.
Ltac is especially interesting here, because it has also been embedded into the
underlying OCaml implementation language: Ltac expressions may be quoted
within OCaml, and OCaml may be quoted within Ltac.
Isabelle has initially followed the same approach as the HOL family, with
a collection of library functions for predefined tactics in ML. With the advent
of Isar [19], ML was discontinued as the primary input language. Isar provides
separate concrete syntax for specifications and proofs (with special focus on
human-readable proof texts). The Isar language replaces free programmability
by a specific framework with plugins being categorized explicitly as command,
method, attribute etc. This arrangement provides some general guidelines, while
still leaving sufficient freedom in inventing new concepts within the existing
system. In particular, there is no fixed syntax (or datatype representation) for
Isar entities — the main concepts are modeled semantically via functions on
abstract types.

Internalized natural deduction. This is a specialty of the Isabelle/Pure
framework [16]. The idea is to represent (derived) rules not as ML functions, but
as first-class theorems within a slightly generalized
logical framework. To this
V
end, Isabelle/Pure provides the quantifier “ ” (to express arbitrary, but fixed
entities) and the connective “=⇒” (to express entailment from
V assumptions to
conclusions). For example, modus ponens is represented as A B . (A −→ B )
=⇒ A =⇒ B (it is important to distinguish the framework connective “=⇒”
from the one of the object-logic “−→” here). Isabelle also represents goals as
theorems of the framework: A1 =⇒ . . . =⇒ An =⇒ C means that n pending
sub-goals need to be solved in order to establish the main conclusion C ; for n =
0 the result emerges as a theorem as expected.
The minimal logic of Isabelle/Pure allows to represent rules in the style of
Gentzen’s natural deduction [8] conveniently, both the traditional ones for the
usual logical connectives (∧, ∨, ∀ , ∃ etc.), and any further derived ones emerging
in user applications. Instead of a host of primitive ML functions (or tactics),
Isabelle provides only a few basic principles to compose rules in a Prolog-like
4

fashion [15], with resolution: thm → thm → thm to back-chain a rule from a goal,
and assumption: thm → thm to finish a pending branch of a goal by assumption.
Internalized rules impact programmability in the sense that fewer operational
instructions are required in order to conduct basic inferences. Compared to the
HOL family, Isabelle tactic scripts appear more stylized, naming mostly the rules
(theorems) to apply. In the Isar proof language [19] this is continued even further towards actual human-readable proof texts. Here programming of proofs
has been replaced by textual composition of natural deduction proof schemes.
Thus large proofs may be conducted without any programming involved, similar
to the Mizar system [18], which lacks programmability altogether. Nevertheless, building add-on tools will require programming again. We shall see later
(§3.2), how to re-use some of the infrastructure for Isar proof texts in processing
embedded SML sources.

Internalized computation. This works particularly well in the type-theory
of Coq. The idea is to use the existing principles of δι-reduction (expansion
of primitive and inductive definitions) as a reasonably efficient computational
mechanism within the main logical calculus. Thus ML essentially degenerates
into a mere implementation platform, and the user works mostly with the logic
and its internal programming language.
Sophisticated proof procedures can be modeled, proven correct, and results
evaluated — all within the main type-theory of Coq. An important effect of
the general correctness proof being provided by the tool implementor is that
the proof terms stemming from concrete applications are reduced to equational
reflexivity. Since the logic cannot be aware of its own syntactic representation,
this approach of internalized computations needs to be combined with an extralogical mechanism to “reify” formulae as explicit syntactic entities. Note that this
idea has been pioneered in [4], where the authors rely on the quoting mechanism
of LISP.
There are ongoing efforts to incorporate more and more advanced functional
programming technology (taken from OCaml) into the Coq reduction engine.
Thus the user is enabled to use internalized proof tools at a realistic scale. On
the other hand, this approach demands formal correctness proofs everywhere.
Note that the original LCF approach was able to avoid this by checking primitive
inferences explicitly at runtime: unproven user tools may fail unexpectedly, but
never produce wrong results.
Apart from proof procedures, another important class of system extensions
are derived specification mechanisms (called “definitional packages” in Isabelle
jargon). Complex packages are presently outside the scope of internalized computations. For example, in Isabelle and the HOL family, higher concepts of inductive sets and types, recursive functions etc. are constructed explicitly from basic
logical primitives. This is based on sophisticated ML code outside the main kernel: new definitional principles may be added without affecting the logical foun5

dations. This is in contrast to Coq, which starts with an elaborate type-theory
from the very beginning (including inductive constructions as primitives).

3

Isabelle/Isar versus SML

After pointing out the main concepts of Isabelle/Isar, we explain how to embed
SML code into the formal text, which in turn may refer to Isabelle entities via
antiquotations.

3.1

Isabelle/Isar concepts

Fig. 1 gives an overview of the main concepts of the Isabelle/Isar system. In
this diagram a solid line means structural containment (reading downwards, e.g.
a term is contained in a thm), while dashed lines link operand-operation pairs
(e.g. a method operates on a proof-state).

term

theory

thm

context

attribute

proof−state

method

toplevel

command

Fig. 1. Isabelle/Isar concepts

These categories are modeled as abstract SML types, except for term which
provides a concrete syntactic model of λ-terms (with simple types). A thm represents a derived proposition as in LCF, but with an explicit theory certificate.
A theory holds global declarations (e.g. types, constants, axioms), and maintains a unique identification to serve as certificate; there is an efficient sub-theory
relation. A context models the deductive environment at an arbitrary position
in an Isar text (specifications and proofs). The context may hold any kind of local declarations (e.g. type variables, term variables, assumptions). A proof-state
models an intermediate situation within a block-structured proof; it consists of
a stack over context × goal ? , where the optional goal is a traditional tactical
goal state. The toplevel configuration manages a disjoint sum over theory or
proof-state, with additional history information to enable unlimited undo.
The main “active” language elements are attribute (subsuming small forward
rules and context declarations), method (a structured version of traditional tactics, with explicit indication of the proof context), and command (typed toplevel
transactions). There are separate versions for theory specification commands
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(theory → theory), proof commands (proof-state → proof-state) etc. Users may
define their own attributes, methods, commands, while referring to arbitrary
user data that is maintained within the theory or context in a strongly-typed
fashion.
3.2

Quoting SML — antiquoting Isabelle

Runtime evaluation. In order to embed SML into Isabelle/Isar, we require
some minimal support for “multi-stage” programming from the implementation
platform. We shall employ a version of the old-fashioned EVAL of LISP, which
takes some source code at run-time, and compiles-evaluates it in the toplevel
environment, and continues execution of the caller. Thus EVAL acts pretty much
like a regular function, but may affect the global compiler environment and mutable variables of the runtime environment. In SML this facility may be provided
as use-string: string → unit, similar to the better-known use function that loads
source files. Despite being outside the scope of the official SML standard, this
facility is available in all SML implementations (Poly/ML, SML/NJ, Moscow
ML etc.) that are in the tradition of incremental compilation, as opposed to the
separate compilation of most other programming languages available these days.
This enables the Isar toplevel loop to invoke SML at runtime, although restricted to global side effects so far. For example, the Isar command ML evaluates any SML toplevel declarations, without affecting the Isar toplevel configuration yet. To pass proper values in and out of evaluated code, the usual trick is to
manipulate a global reference hidden somewhere in an appropriate module. For
example, operating on a context works via Context.poke: context → unit and
Context.peek : unit → context. Then some source that compiles to a function of
type context → context may be presented as a semantic function as follows:
fun eval_context src =
fn ctxt =>
(Context.poke ctxt;
use_string
("let val f = " ^ src ^
"val ctxt = Context.peek () in Context.poke (f ctxt) end");
Context.peek ());

This pasting of source strings is horrible typeless programming! There are interesting research prototypes for strongly typed multi-stage programming in ML
(such as MetaOCaml [12]), but this technology is unavailable in mainstream implementations. Luckily the above glue code is only required for setting up the
general infrastructure. Users will later encounter properly typed SML elements
within Isabelle/Isar, e.g. the method tactic that expects source of type tactic, or
the command simproc-setup [6, §2.2] that expects morphism → term → thm.
Expanding antiquotations. Embedded source consists of a list of chunks that
alternate between literal text and antiquoted material. Our concrete syntax in
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